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INTRODUCTION

This memorandum documents best practices and lessons learned from peer agencies who have deployed new
mobility tools and mobility hub concepts in similar contexts to Bend. This review draws from relevant peer
agencies and cities throughout the U.S. West such as Palo Alto, Boulder, and Corvallis to assess successful
examples of mobility hub policy guidance, planning, and implementation. This memorandum also reviews
guidance and best practices from national mobility hub resources such as the Federal Transit Authority’s (FTA)
Mobility on Demand program and the Shared Mobility Policy Database published by the Shared-Use Mobility
Center (SUMC).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This executive summary provides an overview the mobility hub types, programming, implementation
considerations, and key takeaways reviewed in the selected case studies across the U.S. This information is
documented with an emphasis on how the reviewed best practices and lessons learned can apply to Bend’s
unique transportation, land use, and community context. The best practices and lessons learned will serve as a
starting point for understanding mobility hub needs and opportunities in Bend as part of Bend Mobility Hub
Feasibility Study and Pilot Project Development (the “Study”). The Executive Summary is organized into the
following sub-sections:
•

2.1 Case Study Summary compares mobility hubs across various cities and explores relevant key features.

•

2.2 Best Practices and Lessons Learned summarizes successes and challenges that other cities have
encountered and outlines major takeaways that Bend can learn from.

•

2.3 Mobility Hub Objectives outlines potential goals and objectives that Bend area partners can consider
supporting the development of a local and regional mobility hub implementation program. The potential
objectives are based on a review of common goals and objectives seen in other mobility hub programs
across the selected case studies.

•

2.4 Mobility Hub Typologies synthesizes common mobility hub “types” and features seen across the
reference case studies. This sub-section also provides a brief overview of the mobility hub typologies
documented in the Cascades East Transit (CET) 2040 Transit Master Plan (2020). Taken together, these
findings provide a preliminary framework for refining a common set of mobility hub types and toolbox
elements for future implementation in Bend.

•

2.5 Strategies and Actions summarizes strategies and action Bend may consider regarding future mobility
hub implementation, ownership and operation, policy updates, and potential funding sources.

•

2.6 Funding and Guidance summarizes local, state, and federal funding sources that Bend could
potentially pursue for future mobility hub implementation. This sub-section also describes major sources
of federal grant funds that can be used to advance mobility hubs in Bend via Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) Mobility on Demand and Accelerating Innovative Mobility Programs.

•

Appendix: Case Studies compiles the peer agency profiles and case studies reviewed to develop this
memorandum.
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2.1

Case Studies Summary

Table 1 below compares and summarizes a selection of the case studies reviewed with an emphasis on relevant
takeaways for the development of a mobility hub program in Bend. Key features of each mobility hub example
were reviewed, including:
•
•
•
•
•

the associated land use contexts and relative size of each hub;
mobility options and programming;
whether hubs have been successfully built or planned
cost and funding information, as available;
key takeaways from each case study that may be applicable Bend’s own future mobility hubs.

The case studies in Table 1 are organized by mobility hub “types” starting with generally larger, more urban
mobility hubs and ranging to more opportunistic, district or locally-serving hub examples. The mobility hub
typologies used for the purposes of this memorandum are described in 2.4 Mobility Hub Typologies.
For more detail on each hub, agency and community profiles, and additional case studies, refer to the Appendix:
Case Studies.
Table 1. Case Study Summary – Comparison of Select Mobility Hubs

1

Mobility Hub/
Location

Typology

Elements

Built or Proposed

Salt Lake
Central Station
Salt Lake City,
UT

Regional
Downtown/
Central City

Frequent multimodal
transit
ADA accessible trains
and ramps
Fare Free Zone
Park-and-Ride
Bikeshare program
Bicycle Transit Center
with indoor bike storage,
self-serve bike repair
facility, and showers

Built
Renovated to
incorporate
mobility hub
elements in 2018

Palo Alto
Transit Center
Palo Alto, CA

Urban
District

Frequent fixed-transit
connections
Wayfinding and transit
information
Secure bike parking
Bikeshare, carshare, and
scooter share
TNC Services 2

Built
Transit center
renovated 2009
to incorporate
mobility hub
elements

Cost / Funding 1

Key Takeaways
Agency implemented mobility hub
elements over time with the creation
of a Fare Free District, launching a
bikeshare program, etc.
Bend can build off the existing transit
system to implement phased
mobility hubs as funding and
technologies become available over
time.

Transit center
improvement:
$17.3 million
from FTA
$1.4 million from
the state
$14.7 million
from Santa Clara

Palo Alto mobility hubs have been
implemented under a strong regional
partnership between area
jurisdictions, transit providers, and
key institutions (i.e. Stanford
university). Palo Alto has utilized
pilot programs to test mobility hub
concepts with an emphasis on

Detailed cost and funding information was not obtained for each case study as the review was limited to published and readily-available information for
each agency. Cost estimates may or may not include operational costs, based on the location and funding source.

2

“TNC” is an abbreviation for “transportation network companies”, which generally refer to ridesharing companies such as Uber and Lyft that match
passengers with drivers of vehicles for hire via websites and mobile applications.
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Mobility Hub/
Location

Typology

Elements

Built or Proposed

Fare purchase kiosks

Cost / Funding 1

Key Takeaways

Valley
Transportation
Authority

regionally-significant sites with large
trip generators and equity needs.
Bend can consider phased mobility
hub improvements to Hawthorne
Station and other opportunity sites
that are supportive of region-wide
mobility needs.

Library Lane
Parking
Garage
Ann Arbor, MI

Urban
District

Waiting area amenities
including public
restrooms, drinking
fountains, public seating
Park-and-Ride
Secure bike parking
Electric Vehicle charging
Carshare program with
designated parking
Scooter and bikeshare
program

Built
Parking structure
– 2012
Blake Transit
Center renovated
in 2014

Total Cost: $5
million
$4.195 million in
grant funding for
transit center

Emerged organically from multiple
mobility elements converging in one
location
Mobility hub services and municipal
parking facilities can be upgraded to
provide onsite first-/last-mile options
that support a “park once”
environment. 3
Bend could utilize existing off-street
parking lots and structures to
increase multimodal mobility in
strategic locales.

Oceanside
Transit Center
San Diego, CA

Gateway

Updated waiting area
amenities including realtime travel information,
Wi-Fi, fare purchase
kiosks, dining, customer
service
Park-and-Ride
Secure bike parking
Electric Vehicle charging
Universal Transportation
Account
Microtransit options
Bikeshare program

Built
Transit center
renovated in
2017

Total Cost: $28.1
million
$3.4 million from
federal American
Recovery and
Reinvestment Act
$3.7 million from
FTA
$21 million from
regional sales tax
for
transportation

Combined regional fare systems
make transit smoother and more
seamless for users
A “Mobility Sandbox” toolkit can be
used by local governments to
encourage public-private
partnerships 4
Bend could consider integrated
payment and fare systems to create
a more seamless multimodal
experience for users.

South Salem
Transit Center
Salem, OR

Gateway

Improved bus shelters
Secure bike parking and
repair stations
Electric bus charging
stations
Curbside drop-off and
pick-up
TNC ride hailing services
and parking
Paratransit and
microtransit services
Micromobility flex space
Customer amenities
including restrooms,

Proposed

Led and funded
by the City’s
transit provider

Owners of prospective sites should
be contacted as early as possible to
gauge their desire to sell, to avoid
expending time and money on
unsuccessful sites, and to avoid
negotiation issues during the selling
process.
To the degree practicable, Bend
should identify and build rapport
with landowners as potential sites
are identified throughout the
planning process.

3

See Table 4 for more information on “park once” strategies as an element of mobility hubs.

4

See Appendix: Oceanside Transit Center – San Diego, CA for more information about the SANDAG Mobility Sandbox toolkit
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Mobility Hub/
Location

Typology

Elements

Built or Proposed

Cost / Funding 1

Key Takeaways

water fountains, food
carts, trash cans, and a
pedestrian plaza
Depot Square
Station
Boulder, CO

Emerging
Urban
District

BRT including regional
and local bus service
Bike parking
Parking garage with
Park-and-Ride
Customer amenities
including dining, green
space, and seating
Pedestrian plaza and
bikeways
On-site housing and
mixed-use development

Built
Opened in 2015

Transit Station
and TOD: $23
million
$12 million public
infrastructure
Voter-approved
sales tax increase

Urban renewal and TOD zones in
Bend may be ripe for mobility hub
investments to help curb single
occupancy vehicle travel and address
first/last mile gaps to transit.
Bend can advocate for the
incorporation of mobility hub
elements in new development via
public private partnerships with
developers, proactive development
code updates, and developer
incentives.

Culdesac
Tempe
Tempe, AZ

Emerging
Urban
District

Light rail and bus access
Carshare program with
designated parking
E-scooter share program
1,000+ bike parking
spots
TNC Services
Customer amenities
including dining, green
space, and seating

Proposed

Fully funded by
private real
estate

Culdesac Tempe is a mobility hub
district principally led by a private
development firm.
Bend could consider ways to attract
and incentivize private developers to
take the lead on advancing transitfriendly development projects.
Bend could also consider piloting
mobility hub services in planned
residential communities such as
lower-density suburbs and
multifamily apartment complexes.

South
Waterfront
Terminal
Portland, OR

Institutional
/Pulse

Tram, light rail, and bus
access
Extensive network of
protected bikeways, bike
parking, connection to
ped/bike bridge
Bikeshare and bike valet
services
Customer amenities
including real-time travel
information, customer
service kiosk, green
space, and seating

Built
Tram constructed
in 2006

Tram: $57 million
Owned and
maintained by
City of Portland,
tram constructed
and operated by
Oregon Health
and Science
University

Bend should consider allowing
mobility hub investments in a variety
of land use zones and should
examine and potentially modify
zoning and development codes as a
tool for facilitating implementation.
Bend can explore partnerships with
OSU Cascades, other institutions, and
large employers when advancing
mobility hubs near major activity
hubs.

OSU Campus
Hub
Corvallis, OR

Institutional
/ Pulse

Improved bus stations
Secure bike parking
Electric vehicle charging
stations
Curbside drop-off
TNC ridehailing services
Micromobility services
including shared bikes
and e-scooters

Proposed

Mobility hub
project led by
regional
governing agency
Project to use
STIF discretionary
funding

Institutional mobility hubs can be
funded and led jointly by the City or
regional body and the institution,
providing additional financial and
operational support.
Campus-scale pilot projects also offer
a “controlled” environment for
testing out and scaling mobility hub
concepts in Bend.

Stanford
Campus Hub
Palo Alto, CA

Institutional
/ Pulse

Feeder bus services
Park-and-Ride
Microtransit shuttles

Proposed

Pilot mobility hub
project led by
regional

The Institutional/Pulse typology
developed by the regional
transportation agency would likely
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Mobility Hub/
Location

Typology

Elements

Built or Proposed

Bikeshare, carshare, and
scootershare
TNC Services
Campus/neighborhood
focused for shorter trips
within the district
North Temple
Mobility Hub
Salt Lake City,
UT

2.2

Opportunity

Passenger pick-up/dropoff Ridehailing and
microtransit
Integrated payment
kiosks
Real time information
Freight
loading/unloading
Parking and charging
services
Short- and long-term
bike parking options
Bikeshare and
scootershare
Carshare parking and
access
Walkways, bikeways,
safe bicycle and
pedestrian crossings
Amenities including
public wi-fi, phone
charging, community
space, retail, lighting,
water fountains, and
seating

Cost / Funding 1
transportation
agency

Proposed

Key Takeaways
be similar to mobility hub concepts
located near the OSU-Cascades
Campus and the St. Charles Health
System

The North Temple, Poplar Grove,
Fairpark, and Downtown Salt Lake
City Neighborhoods are home to
some of the most diverse and
economically vulnerable
communities in the City.
The proposed mobility hub would
improve safety and mobility for all
ages and abilities.
Bend could utilize mobility hub
elements to address transportation
equity in opportunity areas with
known safety and accessibility issues
and/or areas with higher
socioeconomic needs. Investments in
mobility hubs can help address local
travel needs while also promoting
community-supportive development
that adds value to nearby
neighborhoods, beyond
transportation.

Best Practices and Lessons Learned

Mobility hubs are a relatively new concept in transportation planning, and as a result, much of the research that
may be used to implement new and expanded hubs is limited to examining case studies and pilot programs. The
trends and best practices that have emerged from other cities can guide Bend’s planning efforts and aid in
choosing elements of new mobility that best suit Bend’s local context and needs. As seen in the examples
explored above, mobility hubs can emerge through a variety of implementation strategies; short-term or
experimental pilot programs, a comprehensive effort led by the regional planning agency or transportation
agency, or organic improvements that result in improved mobility options. Through comparing case studies of
mobility hubs (both proposed and existing), the following takeaways and best practices can provide guidance as
Bend develops its future mobility hubs.
•

Leverage existing investments in transit infrastructure – In most cases, the most viable path to mobility
hub implementation begins with building from the existing public transportation system. In many
communities including Bend, several of the features and elements that constitute mobility hubs already
exist. To fast-track implementation, cities have prioritized investments in these existing hubs while also
piloting newer mobility hub installations.
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5

•

Design phase-able improvements that are flexible and can be adapted to emerging technologies – For
many communities, mobility hubs are still a relatively new concept, even if some of the basic elements
are shared with traditional transit centers. Designed appropriately, pilot projects can be cost-effectively
grown into more durable mobility hubs with flexible elements to support future technologies. For
example, a mobility hub may begin as an improved bus stop with allotted space for bicycle parking, with
the intention to incorporate bikeshare stations, designated parking spots for carshare vehicles, and
improved user amenities as funding and feasibility allows. Further phases could install conduit and
required electrical systems to support services such as electrical vehicle charging or other integrated
technologies. A phased approach enables the City to see what is working and what is not before investing
in permanent and/or more costly facilities.

•

Develop proactive policies that acknowledge future changes in mobility – In recent history, some
emerging transportation technologies, such as scooter share and rideshare programs, had a “disruptive”
effect on the local transportation system due to a lack of established regulations and local policies. In
some cases, cities were simply not prepared for the rapid implementation of technologies like ride and
scooter share. To be in the best position for when future technologies are brought to market, Bend
should develop proactive mobility policies now that anticipate future changes. 5

•

Mobility hubs can act as one element of a larger transit-oriented development strategy – Mobility hubs
can also support or catalyze broader, district-wide improvements in mixed-use, transit-friendly
communities. Urban renewal and transit-oriented development (TOD) zones are ripe for mobility hub
investments to help curb single occupancy vehicle (SOV) travel and close first/last mile gaps to transit.
Emerging Urban District hubs may be applicable in Bend as “Complete Communities” are developed. As
stated in the Bend Comprehensive Plan, Complete Communities have varied housing options and many of
the essential services and amenities needed for daily living, including schools, parks, shops, and services
within a convenient walking or biking distance, as well as convenient access to public transportation and
employment areas.

•

Consider “gateway” and “emerging district” hubs as part of a regional development strategy – Mobility
hubs are distinct from traditional mass transit centers and park and rides in that they can provide new
intermodal options in lower density and/or transit deficient environments. Gateway and emerging
district-style mobility hubs can drive connectivity outside of urban centers by facilitating regional
connection between employment centers, residential zones, and regional transit hubs.

•

Create a seamless user experience through a Universal Transportation Account across all mobility modes
– people will continue to depend on their mobile devices as primary tools for navigating the
transportations system. To be most successful, intermodal hubs also require streamlined user
experiences for intermodal travel.

•

Identify cooperative property owners early in the process – Some mobility hub projects will depend on
cooperation from property owners who are willing to sell or lease physical land. The owners of
prospective sites should be contacted as early as possible to gauge their desire to work with the transit
agency in order to save time and money throughout the negotiation process.

•

Incentivize developers to incorporate mobility hub elements into their designs – As seen in the Tempe
case study, some mobility hub projects are being driven exclusively by the private development
community. Even in traditional development or redevelopment projects, there are opportunities for cities

Generally, cities will adopt policies and regulations to control operations, taxation, permitting, and other municipal rules for emerging technologies in a
variety of documents, such as comprehensive plans, transportation system plans, municipal code updates, individual contracts with private sector
transportation providers, etc.
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to incentivize mobility hub elements in exchange for tax incentives or the easing of certain development
code previsions such as parking minimums, for example. These kinds of negotiations can result in win-win
agreements between developers and the City.
•

2.3

Define Bend's preferred mobility hub typologies based on lessons learned from cities with similar
contexts. – Not all agencies have defined mobility hub typologies. The level of detail provided for types of
mobility hubs varies across agencies and often depends on the stage they are at in implementing mobility
hubs. Typologies may have been developed as part of a regional mobility hub plan or may be a product of
TOD. Mobility hub projects have also been introduced organically in some cities, as governmental or
transit agencies have made improvements in existing transit infrastructure. In these cases, there are often
no defined typologies at all. Typologies are difficult to define and vary greatly based on context. Common
themes seen across all case study cities have been synthesized into what is most relevant for Bend’s
context.
Mobility Hub Objectives

Draft objectives for Bend’s emerging mobility hub strategy are summarized below. These objectives have been
developed based on review of Bend’s existing Transportation System Plan (TSP) and 2040 Transit Master Plan
(TMP), as well as the referenced case studies and peer agency planning and policy documents. When finalized,
these objectives can be used as a framework for defining what a successful mobility hub program in Bend looks
like.
1. Support transportation choice and access in Bend by proposing sites in all four quadrants of the City and
the Core Area Sites should either be located where existing transit options converge, or in areas where
concentrations of employment or residences are high but traditional transit options are lacking.
2. Invest in context-dependent, scalable, and cost-effective mobility hubs. Mobility hubs can be
implemented and scaled through a phased approach that can adapt to transportation needs, land use
contexts, and the availability of funding over time.
3. Increase accessibility and equity for all users. Mobility hubs can be used as a tool to cost-effectively
enhance multimodal mobility in areas with high needs or deficient transit service.
4. Identify public/private partnerships in order to bring together higher levels of capital, operational
support, and hub amenities to local mobility hubs. Partners can include private mobility providers,
independent operators, and the development community.
5. Focus should be placed on elements that provide a desirable user experience, including seamless and
integrated transportation options, urban design and placemaking, and user safety.
6. Mobility Hubs should be leveraged as an essential Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategy
to maximize transportation options, reduce reliance on single occupancy vehicle trips, and improve air
quality.
7. Utilize mobility hubs as a tool to reduce the use of single occupancy vehicles. Mobility hubs can be
effective tools to combat climate change while also contributing to the overall resiliency of the City in a
post-pandemic context.
2.4
2.4.1

Mobility Hub Typologies
Bend’s Existing Mobility Hub Typologies

For the purposes of this Study, “typologies” refer to a common set of characteristics used to describe a certain
kind of mobility hub. The key characteristics include:
Bend Mobility Hubs Feasibility Study and Pilot Project Development
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•
•
•
•

land use and transportation context;
relative size and investment level;
transportation features and elements; and
programming that when taken together, constitute a given mobility hub concept in Bend.

The TMP identified six (6) mobility hub “typologies” based on existing transit infrastructure and land use context.
Table 2 below summarizes the relevant context, features, and implementation considerations for each typology.
Table 2. Mobility Hub Typologies Defined in CET 2040 Transit Master Plan (2020)
Typology

Context and Features

Implementation Considerations

Transit Center

• Primary locations where bus routes converge,

• Medium to high level of investment

Secondary Transit Hub

and buses can layover between trips
• Park-and-ride 6, drop-off area, car sharing,
micromobility, short-term and long-term/secure
bike parking

• High level of investment

• Provides a higher level of amenities at major stop

• May have existing transit infrastructure, but

• High ridership stops

• Medium level of investment

• Micromobility, short-term and/or long-

• Improvements impacting transit experience

• Low-to-medium density residential land uses.

• Medium level of investment

• Drop-off area, micromobility, bike parking

• Focus on micromobility services,

• City edge for unstructured parking. Structured

• Low level of investment

term/secure bike parking.

Local Neighborhood

Park-and-ride lots
(major or minor)

Local stops

6

improved connections with popular
destinations or may already be located
within high-density employment/retail
areas
• Focus on micromobility services, bike
parking, and seamless transfers between
transportation modes

• Major activity center with 2+ connecting routes

locations. May provide additional transfer and
layover locations outside of the main transit
center
• Context-sensitive park-and-ride, Drop-off area,
car sharing, micromobility, short-term and longterm/secure bike parking
Major Activity Center

• Depending on location, may require

parking opportunities in central city, dense
mixed-use development areas
• Drop-off area, micromobility, bike parking

require upgrades to provide increased
services, such as waiting area amenities,
micromobility options, and improved
connections to active transportation
options

such as real-time travel information and
fare payment

microtransit, and transportation network
company services to close first/last mile
gaps
• Microtransit could be considered as an
alternative to fixed-route transit service
• Improvements to amenities such as real-

time travel information and secure bike
parking

• Typical bus stop

• Low level of investment

• Bike parking, signage

• Minor improvements in first/last mile

services

While the CET 2040 Master Plan identified park-and-rides as potential components of future mobility hubs, this study recognizes that potential parking
facilities would need to be appropriate for the relative size, scale, and community context in Bend. Therefore, it is unlikely that future park-and-ride
facilities would be physically large, “urban” style facilities.
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The TMP also recommended a conceptual network of mobility hub locations in Bend, shown in Figure 1 below.
The Study will use the TMP typologies and conceptual network as a starting point for advancing mobility hub
recommendations in Bend. In a subsequent task, the Study will further refine mobility hub types and features
based on community stakeholder feedback and lessons learned from the reference case studies.
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Figure 1. CET Planned Mobility Hubs
(Exact locations not specified)
Bend Mobility Hubs Feasibility Study and Pilot Project Development
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2.4.2

Case Study Mobility Hub Typologies

For the purposes of this memo, the case studies reviewed are described according to the typologies described
below, although this may differ from the official language used by the respective agencies. These synthesized
typologies can help inform the existing typologies that have been identified the 2040 CET Transit Master Plan
(Table 2). Note – the typologies described in Table 3 below are not intended as recommended typologies for
Bend, but rather as examples of possible hub types and categories that Bend can consider in this early research
phase. In a subsequent task, the Study will further refine mobility hub types and features based on community
stakeholder feedback and lessons learned from the reference case studies.
An important finding from the peer review is that there are no “standard” definitions or language around
different mobility hub types. In some cases, agencies have not even assigned language to describe mobility hub
typologies since the concepts are still relatively new in their communities. Despite this, the mobility hubs
reviewed below generally share key characteristics and features making it possible to develop a streamlined set of
mobility hub typologies. Table 3 below synthesizes the mobility hub typologies reviewed using six general
categories. These categories describe common characteristics and features for each type of hub. Table 3 also
describes locations in Bend that could potentially fit these mobility hub typology descriptions.
Table 3. Case Study Mobility Hub Typologies

7

Typology

Characteristics

Features

Potential Locations

Regional
Downtown/
Central City

• Major centers of economic, cultural,

• Multimodal transit options

• Downtown Bend;

Major
Retail/Urban
District

• Centers of moderate to high

• Served by express and local bus

• Old Mill District;

Emerging
Urban District

• Areas of projected future growth,

• May have access to high frequency

• Bend’s Core Area 7

Institutional/
Pulse

• Large trip generators, including

• Transportation activity defined by

• OSU Cascades, Central

retail, and recreational activity

residential and employment densities,
often commuter hubs. Retail and
restaurants may be within walking or
biking distance
located near established employment
hubs, retail, and other services. Serve
as smaller local centers

airports, stadiums, universities, and
major employer campuses. Transit
may not be well-integrated into the
urban context of the area

available, including connections to
regional destinations
• Accessible by a wide variety of
shared mobility services
routes
• Shared mobility services
• Active transportation network of
walking and biking facilities
transit services from multiple
transit providers
• Limited shared mobility services,
mostly car share, may benefit from
micromobility services and ondemand rideshare or ridehailing
services
the large trip generator
• Infrequent fixed-transit services at
specific times of the day
• Micromobility services

Hawthorne Transit
Station (Bend Central
District)

Northwest Crossing

including East
Downtown, Inner
Highway
20/Greenwood, and
KorPine

Oregon Community
College, St. Charles
Medical Center;
Larkspur Community
Center or Juniper

From Bend Core Area Plan (https://www.bendoregon.gov/government/departments/growth-management/coreareaimplementation)
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Typology

Characteristics

Features

Potential Locations

Gateway/
Suburban

• Provides an entry point into Bend’s

• Should include Park-and Ride lots

• Forum Shopping Center,

Opportunity

• Outlying areas and/or at the

• May benefit from increased bus

• Suntree Village, Crown

2.4.3

transit network, located near the
starting point of bus routes. May
provide important connections to
regional transit options

intersection of historically
underserved communities who face
limited mobility options or may be at a
high risk of displacement.
• May have high concentrations of
employment or residential density –
but lack high quality, frequent transit
service or other shared mobility
services.

as well as carshare and
microtransit options to connect
peripheral communities to the
transit network
service, ridehailing services,
microtransit, and bike parking

Cascade Village, Juniper
Ridge

Villa, Romaine Village,
and Country Home
Mobile Home Parks 8

Mobility Hub Features and Services

Mobility hubs can incorporate a wide array of transportation options, programs, features, and amenities.
However, there are some common mobility hub elements that are included in most of the case studies reviewed
in this memo. As a preliminary step to developing a potential mobility hub “toolbox” for Bend to consider,
common mobility hub elements from the peer agency review are summarized in Table 4 below. Features and
services are organized by broad categories of mobility hub elements including transit, shared mobility, active
transportation, micromobility services, parking, and customer experience.
Table 4. Mobility Hub Features and Services
Transit
Frequent Transit

• Frequent, high-capacity, high-speed transit with connections to

Local service

• Connections to local fixed route bus service; connection to multiple lines

Microtransit Services

• Shuttles provide on-demand or fixed-service to close first and last mile

Intercity services

• Connections to intercity connections; often by private providers

employment centers, residential areas, and community destinations

gaps; can also be recreational in nature

Shared Mobility

8

Carshare

• Self-access to shared vehicles at any time of day for use within a specified

Rideshare and Pick-up/Drop-off
Zones

• “Kiss and Ride” designated passenger loading zones where vehicles may

Loading Zones

• Pick-up/drop-off zones for local freight and e-commerce

service area. Designated parking spots for carshare vehicles
only use the space for a minute or two

Income by Location from Census Tract data, 2019 (https://datausa.io/profile/geo/bend-or#economy)
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Transportation Network
Company (TNC) Services

• On-demand ridehailing with defined pick-up/drop off passenger loading

zones

Active Transportation
Bicycle Network Access

• Connections to safe, designated bike routes

Pedestrian Safety

• Safe crossings and walkways, illumination, and signage

Micromobility

Services 9

Scooter and Bikeshare Programs

• Shared micromobility programs, docked at designated stations and

released after check-in.

• Can bridge first and last mile gaps by connecting transit stops with

destinations that are too far to walk to

Parking
Secure Bicycle Parking

• Secure indoor bike parking, short-term outdoor bike parking
• May include additional facilities such as repair stations, lockers, and

showers

• Longer-term bike parking via lockers or bike shells

Park-and-Ride

• Allow users to access mobility options, especially for regional connections
• Helps promote a “park once” strategy; in places where most people drive

to their destinations, this allows people to park in one place and make
trips within the area on foot rather than driving from one destination to
another. Can be successful in downtown or retail districts.

Smart Parking

• Technology-based solution to make finding and paying for parking more

Electric Vehicle Charging

• Charging stations allow passenger cars, microtransit vehicles, shuttles, and

convenient and efficient. Can include pay-by-phone options, real-time
availability information, or smart meters
large transit buses to charge at mobility hubs

Customer Experience
Universal Transportation
Account/MaaS

• Seamless fare system and availability information across all transportation

Wayfinding and Trip Planning

• Maps, signs, schedules, real-time transit information

Public Amenities / placemaking

• Restrooms, public seating, lighting, retail, food, public art, green spaces,

Fare Purchase Kiosks

• Ticket vending machines give transit users a better experience by

Package Delivery Lockers

• Secure locations for customers to retrieve packages

2.5

options, including transit, TNC services, bikeshare, carshare, and parking.

community gathering plazas, wi-fi and phone charging

speeding up loading of buses with off-board fare collection.

Strategies and Actions

The following sub-sections describe potential strategies, actions, and implementation considerations that Bend
can utilize to advance a local and regional mobility hub program.
2.5.1

Ownership and Operation

Interagency and public-private partnerships are critical to ensuring the success of mobility hub implementation. In
most of the case studies examined, local and regional agencies (such as the city or the regional governing body)

9

Micromobility refers to a range of small, lightweight vehicles operating at speeds typically below 25 km/h (15 mph) and driven by users personally. Devices
include bicycles, e-bikes, electric scooters, electric skateboards, shared bicycles, and electric pedal assisted bicycles. (https://www.itdp.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/12/ITDP_The-Electric-Assist_-Leveraging-E-bikes-and-E-scooters-for-More-Livable-Cities.pdf)
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are the driving force behind developing and implementing mobility hubs, although operations are usually shared
with private sector mobility providers or programming partners. The most common model for a successful
strategy requires a public agency to lead a study area analysis, undergo community outreach efforts, determine
the existing needs of an area, and develop a set of prioritized mobility hub investments.
To fully implement a mobility hub concept, public
agencies will then typically seek out private companies
to operate key mobility hub elements such as
ridesharing or micromobility services. One way to
potentially accomplish this is for public agencies to
create multimodal "flex” spaces within mobility hub
areas that can accommodate a range of mobility
services such as bikeshare/scooter docking, electric
vehicle charging, or rideshare drop-off/pick-up. An
agreement between the public agency and private
sector partner would stipulate the specific ownership
and maintenance requirements either on a permitting
and contract basis or based on a development
agreement. Hence, mutually beneficial privatepartnerships are essential to successful mobility hub
implementation in most of the examples reviewed.
2.5.2

Public Involvement and Equity

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
TOOLS: SAN DIEGO, CA EXAMPLE
In San Diego, a “Mobility Sandbox” toolkit
was developed by the regional governing
agency to encourage local governments to
capitalize on public-private partnerships.
The toolkit provides strategies to encourage
private entities to develop proposals for
mobility solutions, pilot technologies and
services, integrate mobility service
payments, and use shared mobility services
to fill gaps in the transit network.
Empowering the private sector to lead
certain aspects of mobility hub
implementation has benefited local
agencies by reducing public costs for startup and long-term operations, and by
sharing maintenance and responsibilities
with partners.

Many of the case study cities have focused mobility hub
investments in socioeconomically vulnerable and/or
transit underserved areas. The development of
accessible, affordable, and reliable mobility options can play an important role in addressing transportation
equity. In Bend, existing transit users are some of the most durable in ridership numbers – many of these riders
use transit not just for accessing jobs and activities, but also services and everyday errands. The Market Analysis
Memorandum will explore locations for mobility hubs that focus on heavily used routes, areas that access services
and everyday needs, and areas with high densities of transit-dependent populations (including households
without a car, low-income residents, minority populations, elderly populations, and people with a disability).
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Equity and sustainability goals go hand in hand, as communities underserved by city transportation systems are
often populations that are affected by environmental
factors such as air pollution, and lack of access to active
transportation infrastructure. Part of the City’s planning
MOBILITY HUBS AS EQUITY TOOLS:
efforts should include an analysis of environmental impacts
BOULDER, CO EXAMPLE
to different neighborhoods, and mitigation strategies for
addressing these inequities.
In Boulder, the Regional Transportation
District (RTD) has implemented the
Bend’s TSP includes goals to develop a Transportation
Neighborhood EcoPass (NECO) program.
Equity Program, which would include equity mapping and
The pass program can be purchased by
data collection to better identify and understand
neighborhoods, apartment buildings, or
transportation needs. It would also target projects and
HOAs to allow residents unlimited rides on
programs to improve transportation-related conditions for
RTD buses and trains. RTD studies have
suggested discounted NECO passes for
underserved populations.
certain neighborhoods. RTD has also
As Bend begins development of its mobility hub program,
introduced a Low-Income Program with a
equity should be reflected in program goals, objectives,
40 percent discount for low-income riders.
and evaluation criteria. The Market Analysis and Evaluation
Criteria Memoranda will use equity-based evaluation
criteria to ensure that weight is placed on locating mobility hubs in areas with transit-dependent populations.
Doing this successfully will also depend on meaningful community engagement. As mobility hub concepts are
refined, Bend area partners should prioritize gathering input from a wide array of community stakeholders,
including but not limited to community-based organizations, neighborhood groups, and local leaders – especially
in neighborhoods with low-income communities and people of color. The City can then evaluate how mobility
hubs meet the needs of underserved populations and adapt its programs to address these challenges.
2.5.3

Policy Strategies

Integration with CET’s Transit Master Plan and Bend Comprehensive Plan. Cascades East Transit’s Transit Master
Plan requires coordination between Bend and CET for development of transit stop improvements along existing
and planned transit routes. These provisions include standards to limit auto-dependent uses, encourage higherdensity housing development, and limit parking along transit corridors. It also includes preferential parking space
requirements for ridesharing, allowing transit-related uses in parking lots, and updating bike parking
requirements, especially when in conjunction with transit stops.
Develop Proactive Shared Mobility Program Policies. Bend’s codes, policies, and regulations should anticipate the
implications of shared mobility services such as bikeshare, scootershare, and carshare, and develop proactive
policies that take these modes into account. For example, new regulations could specify general provisions that
should be included in all agreements with shared mobility providers, such as insurance requirements,
development standards for on-street docks and corrals, operational requirements around fleet size and
rebalancing, fee structures, and safety provisions. Bend could refer to documents such as the NACTO Guidelines
for Regulated Shared Micromobility, especially regarding outstanding questions for which there is not yet a
defined best practice. 10
Coordinate with Existing Active Transportation Improvements. Mobility hubs may also tie into existing and future
plans that center around active transportation modes like walking and bike riding. When analyzing possible site

10

Note: Advanced development and adoption of proactive shared mobility program policies, regulatory changes, and code amendments are outside the

scope of the Bend Mobility Hubs Feasibility Study and Pilot Project Development.
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locations for mobility hubs, the City should reference existing plans for new bike routes, sidewalk improvements,
and other active transportation facilities. Recreational facilities and access to parks and the outdoors should be
considered as well, especially with Bend’s renowned access to outdoor recreation. As a starting point, mobility
hubs should coordinate with existing and planned Key Walking and Biking Routes and Low-Stress Bicycle Network
identified in the Bend TSP. Bend’s mobility hub strategy should also integrate with active transportation
improvements to be studied in the upcoming Bend Pedestrian Master Plan.
Leverage Developer Fees and Requirements. Mobility Hubs near future development sites or institutional/pulse
hubs can leverage development requirements, impact fees, and Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
requirements in coordination with universities, hospitals, major institutions, or employment centers. These
strategies can encourage these institutions to invest in micromobility, transit, car share/ carpooling,
infrastructure, mobility information systems, and ridership incentives. These kinds of developer fees and
requirements could be introduced as Bend makes updates to the City’s transportation system development
charge (SDC) methodology in the future.
Leverage Funding. There are a variety of funding sources that could be leveraged to implement mobility hubs in
Bend including both public and private opportunities. The recently passed federal infrastructure package is
expected to bring approximately $747 Million more to Oregon for transit. In addition, in areas with designated
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) districts, such as Bend’s Core Area, Bend can leverage TIF like some of the other
case study cities, such as Boulder. The goal of TIF is to invest in an area to spur private development that may not
have occurred otherwise.
Adapt Parking Requirements. Bend’s Development Code currently includes parking minimums for residential and
commercial developments. The City has begun discussions to consider removing minimum parking requirements
for new developments proposed in the city. Additionally, the Bend Central District Overlay Code (which applies to
the Third Street Corridor and surrounding areas) includes provisions that allow for significant parking reductions.
As a result, Bend may wish to consider adapting policies that will incentivize developers to include mobility hub
elements in their planned developments in lieu of parking requirements. The City may also wish to consider
establishing parking maximums by stating an upper limit for the number of spaces allowed for a development,
which would limit the amount of land used for parking and increase walkability.
Ensure Transportation Equity Needs are Addressed. Bend should utilize mapping tools to assess transportation
equity needs throughout the City, including locations of populations without access to a car, low-income
residents, minority populations, elderly populations, and people with a disability. Evaluation criteria used to
determine potential mobility hub locations should weight areas with transit-dependent populations and
collaborate with community leaders on how mobility hubs can serve the mobility needs of underserved
communities. These criteria should align with City goals to advance transportation equity.
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2.6

Funding and Guidance

The Bend TSP estimates the cost of implementing its Mobility Hub
plan at $7,500,000. Although the actual cost of implementing hubs
in Bend requires further refinement and study, the region will
need to rely on outside funding opportunities to build a regional
network. Bend will also need to consider the operational costs of
adding mobility hub elements, expanding existing transit routes,
and other maintenance-related costs. The following sections
describe potential funding options for Bend to consider.
2.6.1

Public-Private Partnership Funding

Because mobility hubs are frequently comprised of both public and
privately-operated transportation options, the City of Bend should
explore and pilot study opportunities that leverage private dollars
to help reduce costs and share operational responsibilities. As
Figure 2. SFMTA’s Transit Shelter Program
seen in Tempe (See Appendix), the city benefited from a transit– Partnership with Clear Channel
oriented development created by a private real estate company.
Photo Source: SFMTA
The Culdesac project was fully funded by the developer but
provided mobility options that could be accessed by the general public. Bend should also work with private
developers to create mutually beneficial programs, including density exchange (which also results in more transitoriented development) or reduced/eliminated parking requirements. As seen in the Bay Area, with San Francisco
Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) transit shelters (see Figure 2), transportation amenities can be funded
directly by private agencies through advertisements.
2.6.2

Local Funding Options

Bend’s Transportation System Plan funds transportation projects though a variety of federal, state, and local
sources. Funding sources that are included in the TSP that may be relevant to mobility hub plans include:
•

General Fund – Revenues that come from the City of Bend’s discretionary General Fund resources.

•

Urban Renewal – Diverts property tax revenues from growth in assessed value inside an urban renewal
area (URA) for investment in eligible capital projects.

•

General Obligation (GO) Bonds – GO Bonds are debts issued for infrastructure improvements and paid for
by increased property taxes.

•

Supplemental Area-Specific Transportation System Development Charges – Additional one-time fees
(layered on top of the City-wide TSDCs), paid by new development within a defined geographic area.

Cities from the case studies above have used the following sources to help fund mobility hub projects:
•

Tax Increment Financing (TIFs) – TIFs redirect property tax revenues to fund infrastructure, other public
facilities, and affordable housing.

•

Community Benefits Districts (CBDs), Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), Economic Improvement
Districts (EIDs) – Tax districts established through a partnership between the City and the community that
allow communities to raise money for local infrastructure investments and services.

•

Parking fees – Transit agencies may leverage parking fees to fund transit station improvements and
access projects, a strategy used by BART in the Bay Area.
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2.6.3

State Funding Options

Oregon Department of Transportation’s (ODOT) Public Transportation Division increased funding for multimodal
transportation, approving more than $233 million through the Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund
(STIF) STIF is funded largely through a one-tenth of one percent payroll tax. See Table 5 for additional statefunded programs.
2.6.4

Federal Funding Options

The Federal Transportation Authority (FTA) sponsors competitive grants focused on increasing mobility options,
improving sustainability in transportation, and enhancing transit programs. These resources can supplement
regular local and state funding, especially for projects with innovative transportation technologies. However,
these grants are often highly competitive, may involve a higher level of administrative effort, and may have
stricter eligibility requirements. Table 5 below summarizes key state and federal grant funding opportunities.
Table 5. Grant Funding Options

11

Grant Source

Project Eligibility

Match Required

Funding Amount

Considerations

Statewide
Transportation
Improvement Fund
(STIF) discretionary
funds

Transit projects that improve
transit service, stops, and
connections to other
communities

Generally, 20%

Ranges, $22,613,596.

Would require
considerable support
from partners and
elected officials.

Travel Oregon
Competitive Grants
Program

Community and transportation
development projects

10% to 50%
depending on
funding level and
timeline

$20,000 to $100,000

TBD – the program was
suspended in 2021 to
instead fund Covid-19
relief grants, however it
may be reinstated in the
coming year(s). 11

FTA – Pilot Program
for Transit-Oriented
Development
Planning

Must examine ways to improve
economic development and
ridership, foster multimodal
connectivity and accessibility,
improve transit access for
pedestrian and bicycle traffic,
engage the private sector,
identify infrastructure needs, and
enable mixed-use development
near transit stations, core
capacity transit capital
investment.

Yes (not specified)

$10,052,572 total,
award amounts
ranging from $250,000
to $2,000,000.

Competitive grant.

More information: https://industry.traveloregon.com/opportunities/grants/competitive-grants-program/
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Grant Source

Project Eligibility

Match Required

Funding Amount

Considerations

FTA – Mobility on
Demand Sandbox
Demonstration
Program

Eligible activities must
demonstrate elements of the
MOD and transit integration
concept, such as developing
business models, obtaining
equipment and service,
acquiring/developing interfaces
to implement integrated
payment systems. Applicants
may leverage a range of mobility
options from bike- and
car-sharing systems to demandresponsive bus services.

Federal share is
limited to 80%

A total of $8 million
was allocated in
October 2016

Competitive grant.
Researchers will assess
each of the MOD
Sandbox Program
projects based on
performance measures
provided by the project
partners, as well as an
independent
evaluation.

FTA – Integrated
Mobility Innovation

Demonstration projects focus on
Mobility on Demand, Transit
Automation, and Mobility
Payment Integration.

Not specified

$20.3 million allocated
to 25 projects in 2019

Competitive grant.

FTA – 5339 Bus and
Bus Facilities
Program

Funds the replacement and
purchase of buses, bus
equipment, and bus-related
facilities such as signs, shelters,
and other capital projects for
transportation providers in small
urban and rural areas with
population of 199,999 or less.

Federal share of
eligible capital
costs is 80%.
Federal share may
exceed 80% for
certain projects
related to the
ADA, the Clean Air
Act, and certain
bicycle projects.

Distributed to states in
an amount set by
Congress. Distribution
to local agencies is
done through an ODOT
discretionary selection
process.

Competitive grant.

AIM Challenge Grant

Eligible projects demonstrate
innovative technologies,
applications, practices, and/or
service models that can lead to
more efficient public
transportation service, better
mobility for individuals, and
enhance overall rider experience,
with emphasis on innovative
service delivery models, creative
financing, novel partnerships and
integrated payment solutions.

Federal share is
limited to 80%

25 projects receive a
share of approximately
$14 million

Competitive grant.

National Center for
Mobility
Management
Ready-to-Launch
Grants

Objective is to enable multisector community teams to pilot
promising mobility solutions,
inspired and informed by the
results of community research.
Projects must meet the
transportation needs of
underserved individuals and
address transportation equity.

No in-kind support
or local match is
required

$225,000 available
with a $75,000
maximum for each
award.

Competitive grant.
Applicants should
already have completed
a human-centered
design process to arrive
at the solution being
piloted. This grant
cannot be used for a
service that is already
operating.

Transit Network and
Intercity Award

Eligible Projects – Regional
connector services, planning,
marketing, coordination,
preventive maintenance, projects
that support key transit hubs,
and capital assistance for buses
and shelters.

Capital projects –
local share 20%,
federal share 80%
Operating projects
– local share 50%,
federal share 50%

Varies

Funds are available
through a competitive
discretionary grant
process based on
statewide program
criteria.
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Grant Source

Project Eligibility

Match Required

Funding Amount

Considerations

Department of
Energy (DOE) Advanced Innovative
Vehicle Technologies
Grant

Eligible projects include
mobility hub elements and
connecting services, including
features that can electrify
mobility hubs and innovative
vehicle technologies. Funding to
be used for transit smart
mobility, transportation energy
efficiency improvements, and
electric vehicle charging
infrastructure.

Not specified

$139 million to 55
projects in 2020

Competitive grant.
Selected projects under
this funding opportunity
will be managed by
Vehicle Technologies
Office.
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Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has developed two grant programs to actively encourage transit agencies to
adopt, deploy, and measure mobility innovations, summarized in the sub-sections below.
2.6.4.1 FTA’s Mobility on Demand program
FTA’s Mobility on Demand (MOD) Sandbox Program is a grant-based tool by which the transit agencies are
encouraged to explore and measure the impacts of a range of interconnected mobility options. MOD Sandbox
grants may cover over up to 80 percent of the project cost. Previous grantees include Oregon and Washington
transit agencies such as TriMet and Peirce Transit. Use cases from the MOD Sandbox program have included:
•

Trip Planning and Payment Systems (mobile applications)

•

First/Last Mile and Supplemental/Extended Service solutions (shuttles, micromobility tools such as bike or
carshare programs)

•

Flexible Pricing (influencing mode-choice through monetary incentives)

•

Innovative Paratransit Services (Practices and tools that would increase flexibility, reduce response times
and cost)

•

Parking solutions (strategies that would encourage the utilization of transit)

A central goal for FTA is to advance “Complete Trips for All.” Per FTA’s guidance, a complete trip would enable a
user to:
1. Plan or book a trip
2. Travel to a transit station
3. Ride carefree
4. Circumnavigate the destination safely
5. Plan a return trip
The program also identifies public sector and federal conditions, guidelines, and policies that support or delay the
adoption of innovation. In planning for MOD Sandbox funding, Bend should consider the following:
•

An organizational understanding of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats

•

Project readiness

•

How the project may address equity

•

Impacts and integration of the potential pilot

•

Planning to incorporate MOD into modeling
FTA’s Accelerating Innovative Mobility Initiative

2.6.4.2

The Accelerating Innovative Mobility Initiative (AIM) is a competitive FTA grant program to support and advance
innovation in transit. AIM promotes forward-thinking approaches to improve transit financing, planning, system
design, and service. The AIM Initiative also supports innovative approaches to advance strategies that promote
accessibility, equity, and accessibility for all travelers. Eligible projects can receive up to 80 percent of total project
costs. The goals of AIM are to:
•

Identify, test, and prove out new approaches, technologies and service models.
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•

Promote the most promising mobility innovations that can be implemented more broadly through FTA’s
capital programs.

•

Establish a national network of transit stakeholders that are incorporating innovative approaches and
business models to improve mobility.

Eligible activities include all activities leading to the development and testing of innovative mobility, such as
planning and developing business models, obtaining equipment and service, acquiring or developing software and
hardware interfaces to implement the project, operating or implementing the new service model, and evaluating
project results. AIM also encourages the use of private sector investments in mobility for the benefit of transit.
Furthermore, the program places an emphasis on ensuring that innovative technologies and practices permit
interoperability across systems and modes.
In 2020, ODOT was awarded $480,000 under the AIM program to support the building of a web-based repository
of transit data, census data, and open-source software. The project will build a user interface providing near
real-time and historical transit network information to planners at the local, state, and federal levels to support
planning, investment, and management of transit networks.
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APPENDIX: CASE STUDIES
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CASE STUDIES
This Appendix reviews select case studies that are relevant to the unique mobility hub opportunities and
constraints in Bend. The peer agencies and communities reviewed below were selecting for having similar land
use contexts, levels of transit development, travel markets, funding levels, and public-private partnership
experience to Bend. In instances where the example context is different from Bend, the review focuses on the
aspects of successful mobility hub implementation that could be adapted to Bend’s local context. The case studies
consider the following critical questions:
•

What are the relevant tools that can meet Bend’s diverse mobility needs in various contexts?

•

What are the national best practices and funding guidelines for successful mobility hub projects?

•

How have peer agencies scaled mobility hub projects from the pilot stage to cost-effective and
operational components of the broader transportation system?

•

How have peer agencies fostered interagency and private-sector partnerships to implement mobility
hubs in shared land use contexts?

The case studies below are organized by mobility hub “types” starting with generally larger, more urban mobility
hubs and ranging to more opportunistic, district or locally-serving hub examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional/Downtown Central City
Major Retail/Urban District
Emerging Urban District
Institutional/Pulse
Gateway/Suburban
Opportunity/Neighborhood
Additional Examples

Refer to Table 3 in Section 2.4 Mobility Hub Typologies for additional information on each hub type used for the
purposes of this memorandum.
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Regional/Downtown Central City
Salt Lake Central Station – Salt Lake City, Utah
Salt Lake Central Station is the region’s intermodal
hub that offers connections to the UTA’s TRAX light
rail system, FrontRunner commuter rail service, and
local bus service as well as connections to Amtrak,
Greyhound and other intercity bus services. The
hub is also sited at the mainline for the Union
Pacific Railroad, which shares the rail corridor with
the FrontRunner (Figure 3).
The intermodal hub is included in the Free Fare
Zone of Downtown Salt Lake City which allows
riders to board and alight TRAX trains within the
Zone for free. The hub is also in an official Quiet
Zone, so trains do not routinely sound their horns
when approaching public crossings. Unlike most
FrontRunner and TRX stations, there is only a small
Park and Ride lot near the hub, emphasizing bicycle
and pedestrian connection to transit. The hub also
includes several features to support passenger
accessibility such as ADA ramps on platforms and
wheelchair-accessible TRAX and FrontRunner
vehicles.

COMMUNITY PROFILE:
SALT LAKE CITY
Population: Approximately 200,000
Population Density: 1,815 people per square mile
Salt Lake City is Utah’s economic and cultural center and is
also the capital and seat of Salt Lake County, the most
populous county in Utah. Salt Lake City is also the main
destination in the 120-mile contiguous urban and suburban
development corridor along the Wasatch Front that also
includes the regional communities of Ogden and Provo.
Like Bend, Salt Lake City and its surrounding communities
have developed a strong tourist economy based on skiing
and outdoor recreation. The City also attracts a large
student population due to the University of Utah.

Existing Transit Network
Utah Transit Authority (UTA) is the primary Salt Lake City
public transit provider. UTA operations include, bus, TRAX
light rail, streetcar, and FrontRunner commuter rail service.
Intercity services are provided by Amtrak and various
intercity bus providers. These services are all
interconnected at the Salt Lake Central Station, west of the
City center (Figure 3).

Salt Lake City Mobility Hubs
Salt Lake City has completed numerous plans and studies
to advance mobility hubs in the region. Many of these
efforts have been in partnership with TravelWise – the
transportation demand management division at the Utah
Department of Transportation (UDOT). The City has also
frequently partnered with the Regional Transportation
Commission (RTC), UTA, and Wasatch Regional Front to
jointly develop mobility hub concepts. The main existing hub
is the Salt Lake Central Station.
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Figure 3. Salt Lake Central Station (a.k.a Salt Lake Intermodal Mobility Hub)

Sources, top and bottom left: Intermodal Hub – ajc Architects; bottom right – Utah Transit Authority (UTA)

The hub has also incorporated GREENbike – a bicycle sharing program – operated by SLC Bike Share (affiliated
with B-cycle) (Figure 4). GREENbike is designed as a first/last mile solution for shorter trips to and from the hub.
GREENbike can be picked up and dropped off at any of the four (4) existing docking stations, including one at Salt
Lake Central Station. GREENbike offers 7-day and annual memberships, allowing members unlimited trips under
30 minutes. Trips longer than 30 minutes are provided at an additional charge.
Although SLC Bike Share is the operator, GREENbike is a collaborative program between the Salt Lake City
Redevelopment Agency, the Salt Lake City Transportation Division, the Salt Lake Chamber, the Downtown
Alliance, Select Health, Rio Tinto, Utah Transit Authority, and Visit Salt Lake.
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Figure 4. Salt Lake City GREENbike
Sources: GREENbike.org

Implementation Considerations
Stakeholders, Policies, and Planning Process
In Salt Lake City, mobility hub planning and implementation has largely explored as a transportation demand
management (TDM) strategy led by TravelWise, TDM department. TravelWise and partners have also done
considerable work to understand the potential trade-offs in investing in mobility hub elements as opposed to
conventional Transportation Improvement Fund (TIF) investments, such as highway capacity expansion projects
or mobility enhancements that primarily benefit single-occupancy vehicle (SOV) users.
TravelWise determined that for a $20 to 25 million investment— a fraction of the TIF program’s annual cost—the
following beneficial mobility hub components could be realized:
•

One month of fare-free transit during a month with typically poor air quality

•

The implementation of 14 Mobility Hubs at Major FrontRunner Commuter Rail stations

•

11 Employment Center TDM packages with many Mobility as a Service components

•

Statewide active transportation investments, including five shared mobility pilot projects

In 2021, TravelWise also explored mobility hubs as a strategy for addressing transportation equity in Salt Lake
City’s westside neighborhoods of Poplar Grove, Fair Park, and Glendale – some of the most diverse and
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economically disinvested areas in the City. As part of this work, TravelWise and partners developed an equity
index mapping tool to assess transportation equity needs throughout the westside.
Takeaways and Best Practices
Except for Salt Lake Central Station, mobility hubs are still
an emerging practice in Salt Lake City. However, the
region has made significant progress in advancing mobility
hub concepts by gradually implementing mobility hubs
elements over time. The creation of a Fare Free District
and launching of GREENbike at Salt Lake Central Station
are examples of how regional partners have implemented
phased mobility hub components as technologies have
become available and TDM has become a greater priority
in the region. Mobility hub planning has relied heavily on
interagency partnerships between UDOT, Salt Lake City,
UTA, Wasatch Front Regional Council, and others to move
forward.
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Major Retail/Urban District
Downtown Palo Alto Transit
Center – Palo Alto, California
The proposed hub in Downtown Palo Alto would
consist of upgrades to the existing high-traffic
multimodal Palo Alto Transit Center (Figure 5). MTC
considers this an Urban District Hub per its
established mobility hub typologies. Located within
downtown Palo Alto, Palo Alto Station is an integral
multimodal transportation hub. Caltrain ridership at
this station is the second highest in the service area,
and the station provides service to local and regional
bus services. The station is situated near
restaurants, stores, and the downtown business
district. The existing multimodal options at the
transit canter make this site ideal for adding first and
last mile mobility hub elements such as microtransit
services, carshare services, and scooter/bikeshare
programs. Table 6 summarizes existing and
proposed on-site mobility hub elements.

COMMUNITY PROFILE:
PALO ALTO
Population: Approximately 69,000
Population Density: 2,628 people per square mile
Palo Alto is a smaller city within the greater San Francisco
Bay Area and metropolitan region. Stanford University is
partially located within city limits and drives much of the
economic and cultural activity in Palo Alto. The City is also
home to several technology companies and start up
incubators, and its residents rank among the most educated
in the United States. It is one of the most expensive cities to
live in the country. The populations of Bend and Palo Alto
are a similar size, although are in significantly different
contexts given Palo Alto’s proximity to a major metropolitan
region. Palo Alto has a lower poverty rate and higher
percentage of non-white residents compared to Bend.

Existing Transit Network
Palo Alto relies heavily on interagency transit services to
provide the city with a connected transit system, as the only
services run by the City were discontinued in July 2020.
Transit operators in Palo Alto include SamTrans, VTA,
Dumbarton Express, and Stanford’s Marguerite Shuttle,
which provide local and rapid bus services, intercity rail
service, intercity express commuter services, and service to
Stanford University and local neighborhoods. The
downtown Palo Alto station generates the second highest
commuter rail ridership in the Caltrain system.

Palo Alto Mobility Hubs
The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) is
the transportation planning agency for the San
Francisco Bay Area that has provided funding and
technical assistance to implement mobility hubs. MTC
has proposed two pilot mobility hubs in Palo Alto with
different approaches to implementation. Mobility hubs
in the region generally exist in three types of locations:
adjacent to institutional or entertainment destinations,
where multiple transit services converge, or where
mobility demand exists but transit services could be
improved. For further information about Palo Alto’s
second proposed mobility hub, see Stanford Mobility
Hub.
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Figure 5. Palo Alto Transit Center

Photo Source: Jeremiah Cox/Subway Nut

MTC considers this an Urban District Hub, characterized by its location within a moderate to high density,
mixed--use area, and its function as a local center of cultural and economic activity. MTC’s Urban District Hubs are
also characterized by locations that are well connected to a variety of transportation modes, including active
transportation facilities, local bus services, and high-capacity transit.
Table 6. Palo Alto Urban District Mobility Hub Features
Existing On-Site Features

Proposed Urban District Features

• Connections to fixed transit services including Caltrain, VTA,

• Carshare services

•
•
•
•
•
•

SamTrans, Dumbarton Express, and Stanford Shuttle
Outdoor bike parking
Secure indoor bike parking
Fare purchase machines
Informational transit signs
Parking garages
Public amenities including restrooms and seating
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• Bikeshare and scooter share programs
• Bicycle-friendly street network around hub
• On-demand rideshare services
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Implementation Considerations
Stakeholders, Policies, and Planning Process
MTC’s mobility hub program is part of a climate initiative strategy from Plan Bay Area 2050. MTC identified
priority pilot mobility hub locations based on regionally significant areas with high potential for advancing Plan
Bay Area goals. 12 Equitable mobility was also considered, as potential hub locations were ranked by their location
in MTC-identified Communities of Concern, with the intention to collaborate with community leaders on how
mobility hubs can serve the mobility needs of underserved communities.
Bay Area public agencies were invited to submit project proposals for pilot mobility hubs in their cities, with the
idea that these pilot hubs will serve as learning opportunities for the region’s connected transit plan. $10 million
of funding is available region-wide for Mobility Hubs/Carsharing and Targeted Transportation Alternatives.
To receive funding, the pilot mobility hub must focus on one of the following elements:
•

Access and Mobility – Loading zones for ridehail, shuttles, on-demand transit, micromobility (shared
bicycles or scooters) and/or dedicated carshare parking.

•

Public Realm – Benches, landscaping, open space, mobile vending, and/or retail space.

•

Customer Experience – Bike fix stations, pedestrian safety improvements, off-board payment for transit,
and/or screens for booking and trip planning.

•

Information – Maps, wayfinding, amenity information, and/or real-time travel information.

MTC’s mobility hub strategy further supports the City’s Palo Alto Transit Vision (2017) to connect residential areas
to local employment, entertainment, and school destinations, while creating a connected regional network. The
plan places focus on seniors, students, and employee with first and last mile transit gaps. Mobility hubs can play
an important role in bridging these limitations to create an accessible network for all residents.
Takeaways and Best Practices
MTC’s Mobility Hubs Pilot Program is a “topdown” regional strategy that was established
through the Plan Bay Area 2050 long-range
strategic plan and is planned and funded by the
regional transportation planning agency. The
program is in its early stages, but contains clearly
defined typologies, with recommended amenities
for varying urban contexts. The pilot program
proposes Top 25 suggested locations for each of
the six mobility hub typologies, with varying levels
of investment required and an incremental,
phased approach.
MTC’s planned Palo Alto mobility hubs focus on
increasing services at existing transit centers as well as investing in strategic hubs located in areas with large trip

12

The Downtown Palo Alto hub ranked #13 of 25 on MTC’s list of Pilot Program Prioritized Urban District Hub Clusters. The Stanford hub ranked #2 of 25 on

MTC’s list of Pilot Program Prioritized Pulse Hub Clusters.
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generators. Palo Alto’s urban context is like Bend, and the different typologies defined by MTC provide relevant
ideas that may be useful for implementing Bend’s mobility hubs. The Urban District Hub typology would be
appropriate in Bend’s downtown area and/or existing Hawthorne Transit Station.
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Emerging Urban District
Depot Square Station at
Boulder Junction Mobility Hub
– Boulder, Colorado
Depot Square Station (Figure 6) opened in 2015
within the Boulder Junction district, located just
outside of the city center in northeast Boulder.
Boulder Junction was Boulder’s first TOD
project, which began in 2000 when the City
initiated a planning effort for transit-oriented
development in anticipation of new transit
facilities. Boulder Junction has been developed
as a mixed-use, higher density zone with access
to Bus Rapid Transit, local and regional bus
services, active transportation infrastructure,
and new mobility options. The City has also
implemented on-site housing units, known as
the Transit Village at Depot Square Station.
Through the City of Boulder’s planning efforts,
changes to polies and regulations, and public
private partnerships, the area was designed as a
hub for regional transportation connections
where transit demand was growing. In 2010,
property owners in the Boulder Junction area
petitioned the City Council to create a TDM
program and improvement district. The Boulder
Junction site was purchased jointly by the City
of Boulder and RTD with help from a federal
grant and the Denver Regional Council of
Governments. Residents and employees within
the district receive benefits including an annual
unlimited transit pass, unlimited bikeshare
program access, and access to eGo carshare
service.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE:
BOULDER, CO
Population: Approximately 108,000
Population Density: 3,981 people per square mile
Boulder is located 30 minutes northwest of Denver, at the
base of the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. Although it is a
small City, Boulder is a recreational and cultural hub and
important destination within the Front Range Urban
Corridor. Boulder is best known for its access to the
outdoors, local breweries, and college-town feel. Boulder is
also known for its bicycle and pedestrian-friendly
infrastructure, with hundreds of miles of bike-pedestrian
paths, lanes, and routes, and has received a "Platinum
Bicycle Friendly Community" rating from the League of
American Bicyclists.

Existing Transit Network
The Regional Transportation District (RTD) owns and
operates Boulder's Community Transit Network. Via Mobility
Services, a private nonprofit organization, operates the
HOP route, which provides customers living with mobility
limitations with transportation options. The City of Boulder
collaborates with both RTD and Via to plan and fund
Boulder's local bus service. Transfort provides regional
express service, called FLEX, between Boulder and Fort
Collins. RTD also provides intercity services and service to
the Denver International Airport.

Boulder Mobility Hubs
The City of Boulder has proposed plans for several mobility
hubs, mainly through the lens of TOD. The Boulder Junction
hub was designed as a pedestrian and bike-friendly
development, with a pedestrian plaza, housing units, and
connections to local and regional transit. Since its
construction, the City of Boulder has proposed other TOD
sites, integrating mobility hub elements into their design.
RTD has also developed Mobility Hub Guidelines and a
First and Last Mile Strategic Plan for the region. Additional
plans for mobility hubs not detailed in this review include the
Boulder Campus Mobility Hub, the Table Mesa Park-andRide on the southern end of Boulder, and the Downtown
Boulder Station Expansion Project.
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Figure 6. Depot Square Station Mobility Hub at Boulder Junction
Photo Source: SEH Inc

Although the City has not defined a typology for Depot Square Station, it most closely aligns with the Emerging
Urban District type based on its new mixed-use development and BRT transit connections within the Boulder
Junction district. Table 7 below summarizes the existing mobility hubs element within the station and TOD district.
Table 7. Depot Square Station at Boulder Junction Mobility Hub
Existing Features
• Bus Rapid Transit

• Carshare program

• Local and regional bus service

• Parking garage with 386 parking spaces

• Bike parking

• “Transit Village” apartments with affordable housing units

• B-cycle bikeshare program

• Fully staffed ticket sales/information booth

• Bike and pedestrian access to the Goose Creek Greenway and

• User amenities including walking paths, improved lighting,

the Paseo
• Extensive bicycle network
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Implementation Considerations
Stakeholders, Policies, and Planning Process
The City of Boulder’s approach to mobility hubs is distinct from the other case studies in that mobility hubs
constitute a component of a broader strategy for transit-oriented development. Therefore, the City has assessed
mobility hub opportunities using a broader, more comprehensive analysis of district-level transportation and land
use needs to design appropriate mobility hubs. The City’s strategy for funding mobility hub elements also takes
advantage of conventional TOD funding tools, including the establishment of a designated district as a local taxing
entity. The district can generate funding to develop affordable housing, provide connections to transit, and
enhance the urban design and placemaking. Boulder’s proposed mobility sites (as well as Boulder Junction) also
rely on establishing Transportation Management Association (TMA) districts to negotiate and administer pricing
and memberships for transit passes, car sharing, and reduced-cost bike sharing programs for people who live or
work in the district. Development fees and property taxes fund these TMA districts.
Most of Boulder’s TOD and mobility hub projects are led by the City of Boulder, with funding and implementation
support from RTD, Boulder County, and CDOT.
Boulder Junction is the only fully implemented mobility hub in Boulder. The project was a collaborative effort
between City of Boulder, private property owners, and the Regional Transportation Division (RTD). The Boulder
Junction plan began with a vision to create a new transit-oriented district and was initiated in 2004 through a
voter-approved sales tax increase to fund a transit expansion project. Projects included in the Boulder Junction
plan were funded through a range of sources, including a Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) grant, a
voter-approved $49 million Capital Improvement Bond, funding matches from the City, property taxes, and
private developers.
Takeaways and Best Practices
Taking lessons from Boulder, urban renewal and TOD
zones in Bend may be ripe for mobility hub investments
to help curb SOV travel and close first/last mile gaps to
transit. Mobility hubs can also support or catalyze
broader, district-wide improvements in mixed-use,
transit-friendly communities.
Boulder’s mobility hub strategy primarily focuses on
transit-oriented development, with multimodal
transportation options as one piece of a larger
development-focused approach. Most of these
proposed sites are large in scale and involve new
construction on a parcel of land.
Unlike some of the other case study cities, the regional
transportation agency (RTD) has its own mobility hub
plan and first and last mile strategy, but the City of Boulder mostly implements its mobility strategies as
independent TOD projects with transit connections through RTD.
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Culdesac Tempe Mobility Hub
and District – Tempe, Arizona
Culdesac Tempe is a $170 million mixed-used,
car-free neighborhood development for 1,000
residents under construction as of this writing.
The development will function as a mobility hub
by incorporating rideshare, scooter share, light
rail access, carshare, and other transportation
solutions for all residents.

COMMUNITY PROFILE:
TEMPE, AZ
Population: Approximately 191,000
Population Density: 5,203 people per square mile
Tempe, Arizona is a municipality in Maricopa County located
east of Phoenix. Unlike Bend, Tempe is within the context of a
large metropolitan area. Arizona State University (ASU) is the
largest employer, but there is also a robust business sector
within the city, and it is home to many corporate and regional
headquarters. The city falls under the regional planning
jurisdiction of Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG).

Existing Transit Network
Valley Metro is the public transit system within the Phoenix
metropolitan area. Valley Metro Operates 13 bus routes, 2
express bus routes, a route that serves students and
employees of ASU, 6 free neighborhood circulators, and light
rail service. Tempe is within the Valley Metro Paratransit
boundary. The locality is outside of the Metro’s Dial-a-Ride
jurisdiction.

Tempe Mobility Hubs
In 2020, the City of Tempe began conducting a plan for a new
system of mobility hubs in Tempe entitled the Tempe Mobility
Hubs Plan. The plan is in its early stages, with public
engagement opportunities planned for early 2022. For more
information, see Tempe, Arizona – City of Tempe Mobility Hub
Studies.

The developers will further incentivize residents to use transit and shared mobility options by providing a
complimentary "Valley Metro Platinum Pass," which offers unlimited light rail, streetcar, and bus rides. Notably,
the development will provide on-site dedicated spaces for several shared mobility options. The site will include
parking spaces for Envoy’s all-electric fleet of carshare vehicles and daily site-wide scooter deployment of Bird escooters.
Implementation Considerations
Culdesac’s mobility hub development centers around new mobility partnerships with Valley Metro, Bird, Envoy,
and Lyft. Culdesac intends to become the world’s first “post-car real estate developer” by building and managing
car-free neighborhoods from the ground up. The planned development is set to begin housing residents in
summer 2022 and will have no provided residential parking or privately-owned cars. All mobility options will be
open to the public, providing mobility hub access to the surrounding neighborhood.
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Figure 7. Conceptual Rendering of Culdesac Tempe — Designed by Opticos
Photo: Business Wire

Takeaways and Best Practices
Private investments such as the Culdesac residential development can act as a pilot program for the City,
demonstrating new mobility concepts to residents of the City, and providing a learning opportunity, especially in
the realm of public-private partnerships.
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Institutional/Pulse
South Waterfront Lower Tram
Terminal, Portland, Oregon
The South Waterfront Lower Tram Terminal was
implemented in two phases and planned more than
two decades ago. The City of Portland owns the Tram
and is responsible for maintenance, while the Oregon
Health & Science University (OHSU) funded most of
the construction costs of the Tram and operates
services. The City of Portland and South Waterfront
property owners provided additional funding.

COMMUNITY PROFILE:
PORTLAND, OR
Population: Approximately 653,000
Population Density: 4,740 people per square mile
Portland is the largest and most populous city in Oregon,
and the hub of the region’s economic and cultural
activity. Portland is known for its livability, access to the
outdoors, food and drink, and arts and music scene. The
metro area has become a hub for athletic and outdoor
gear company headquarters. Portland’s land use and
transportation context are significantly different from
Bend. However, there are useful examples of how
medium-sized cities have implemented mobility hub
elements that are useful to Bend and provide lessons to
pay attention to despite the scale differences between
the two cities.

Existing Transit Network
TriMet is Portland’s regional transit provider and
operates local and intercity bus service, the Metropolitan
Area Express (MAX) light rail system, and a paratransit
service known as LIFT. Portland’s transit system also
includes the Portland Streetcar, Amtrak, Greyhound, and
other privately-run intercity bus services. TriMet has also
implemented live trip-planning phone assistance, a realtime Transit Tracker app, and smartphone-based fare
options.

Portland Mobility Hubs

The terminal is considered a major mobility hub that
offers a diverse range of transportation options
including the aerial tram, light rail, local bus service,
Portland Streetcar, Biketown bikeshare station, and
drop-off zones (Figure 8). It also has access to active
transportation like curb-protected bike facilities,
complimentary bicycle valet service, wide sidewalks,
and proximity to the Tilikum Crossing pedestrian and
bike-only bridge. The Terminal also provides real-time
transit information The South Waterfront
neighborhood is an up-and-coming zone with dining
options, a local park, river access, a Waterfront
Greenway, and a seasonal farmers market. This
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The City’s first bike share program, called Biketown,
launched in 2016. The program is owned by PBOT,
operated by Lyft, and sponsored by Nike. BIKETOWN
has 1,500 bikes at over 180 stations across downtown
Portland and several neighborhoods. Another PBOT
mobility program is e-scooters, which launched in 2018
as a four-month pilot program. In 2019, a long-term escooter pilot program was implemented, with three escooter providers: Lime, Bolt, and Spin. A popular choice
introduced in 2015 is ridesharing services that include
Uber and Lyft. Also, there are co-locations at transit
stations like Portland International Airport, office parks,
and other places in Portland.
The proposed Central Eastside Mobility Hub would be
the City’s first official mobility hub, with technologyfocused transportation options and a multitude of user
amenities (see Portland, Oregon – Southeast 8th and
Stark, Mobility Hub Study, Ubiquitous Mobility for further
information).
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confluence of mobility options was not officially sited as a mobility hub, but with its access to multiple transit
options, active transportation infrastructure, and proximity to a major employment hub, it essentially functions as
one.

Figure 8. South Waterfront Lower Tram Terminal

Sources, clockwise from top left: Portland Streetcar, Ashley Anderson, Google Street View, OHSU

Takeaways and Best Practices
Portland was able to implement an organic multimodal mobility hub through its partnerships with OHSU by
sharing construction costs, operation, ownership, and management of the South Waterfront mobility hub. Bend
similarly can explore partnerships with OSU Cascades and other agencies when designing mobility hubs near
major student or employer hubs.
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Oregon State University (OSU)
Campus Mobility Hub – Corvallis,
Oregon
OSU Transportation Services developed a 2030
Sustainable Transportation Strategy which aims to
lower the percentage of employees and students who
drive to campus alone. To achieve this goal, the plan
contains fifteen action items that will improve
mobility options on campus. One action is to develop
a campus mobility hub that would serve intercity
transit services. OSU is served by many regional
transit services that connect Corvallis and neighboring
city Albany, where Linn Benton Community College
(LBCC) is located.

COMMUNITY PROFILE:
CORVALLIS, OR
Population: Approximately 60,000
Population Density: 4,101 people per square mile.
Corvallis is home to Oregon State University and
Good Samaritan Regional Medical Center, which
drive much of the City’s economic activity. Corvallis is
designated as a Tree City USA with at least 47 public
parks within and adjacent to the city limits. It is also
ranked highly for percentage of commuters who bike
or walk to work.

Existing Transit Network
The City of Corvallis currently operates bus and
trolleybus services through the Corvallis Transit
System (CTS) and provides day-time bus routes as
well as its late-night Night Owl Service. CTS also
operates the intercity Philomath Connection (PC)
route and ADA Paratransit (Benton Area Transit Lift,
"BAT Lift"). The City offers fareless bus service,
which has increased ridership, serving a total of 9.4
million riders. Corvallis’s transit system has some
notable technology features, including the Where's
My Bus app, which offers real-time bus information in
a quick and easy mobile version. Intercity transit
service also includes FlixBus, Greyhound, Amtrak,
and the Coast to Valley Express bus. In 2016, Pedal
Corvallis was launched as a pilot bikeshare project.
Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments
(OCWCOG), in partnership with the City of Corvallis
and Oregon State University (OSU), is currently
planning a new bikeshare program for the City after
measuring a successful implementation of the pilot
program.

Corvallis Mobility Hubs

The mobility hub would consolidate and improve
access to intercity transit since students use transit to
get to Albany, Philomath, LBCC, and the Amtrak
Station. A location near the intersection of Jefferson
Way and SW 15th Street near the McNary Dining Hall
and Office of Admissions is recommended for OSU’s
mobility hub site (Figure 9). The proposed amenities
include car-share parking spots, covered bike parking,
an enhanced shelter, passenger waiting and loading
areas, and an information and wayfinding kiosk (Table 8).
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The Corvallis mobility hub project includes plans to
build mobility hubs at OSU and LBCC campuses. The
project will design two similar but distinct mobility
hubs at Oregon State University’s main campus in
Corvallis and Linn Benton Community College in
Albany, both of which function as key transit hubs
within the region.
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Figure 9. Rendering of transit hub at McNary Dining Hall

Designed by OSU Civil Engineering students

Table 8. OSU Mobility Hub
Existing Services

Proposed Features

• Local and regional transit service

• Improved waiting areas for bus transfers

• Stops for intercity transit services are sited in different

• Secure bike parking

locations across campus
• Outdoor bike parking
• Outdoor seating

• Electric vehicle charging stations
• Curbside drop-off
• TNC ridehailing services
• Micromobility services including shared bicycles, scooters,

and/or other devices to provide last-mile connections

Linn Benton Community College Mobility Hub
The LBCC site would have a mobility hub close to the campus entrance. There is a desire to consolidate shelter
space close to the front of the campus. The mobility hub location should minimize travel through parking lots for
buses. Overall, the mobility hub plan will consider how users will access the hub to avoid extended walking,
biking, and rolling through parking lots.
Implementation Considerations
Stakeholders, Policies, and Planning Process
OCWCOG, Corvallis’s regional governing body, applied for the Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund to
implement the two pilot mobility hubs. Recommendations for designing and implementing mobility hubs are
identified in Corvallis’ Transit Development Plan, Albany’s Transit Development Plan, and both Linn and Benton
Counties Transportation System Plan. OCWCOG will be working with the Cities within the region, as well as local
and regional transit providers and OSU, to develop the mobility hubs plan. Corvallis has developed a series of
transportation-related climate action goals in the City’s Climate Action Plan which include adding electric buses to
their fleet, promoting active transportation modes, and improving transit.
OSU Transportation Services considers construction of the mobility hub a medium level priority. However, the
construction cost would be high, so funding would need to be assessed. The City and project consultants will
coordinate closely with OSU since they have ownership of the road and all property where the mobility hub will
be constructed. The construction should adhere to design standards, respect the historic district, and maintain
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existing mature trees. OSU Transportation Services' partners are OSU Capital Planning and Development, Benton
County Transit, City of Albany, City of Corvallis, Linn Benton Loop Governing Board, and private shuttle operators.
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Stanford Mobility Hub – Palo Alto, California
MTC has proposed a Pulse Hub near the Stanford Shopping
Center and Stanford University Medical Center University.
MTC’s Pulse Hub refers to hub types that function as large
trip generators at certain times of the day, week, or during
large events. For example, Pulse Hubs can include stadiums,
airports, employment centers, and school campuses.
Depending on where they are located, Pulse Hubs may
feature fewer existing connections to transit service but
have a high potential for future transit connections and
concentrated development.
The Stanford Pulse Hub is anticipated to draw significant
ridership at regular, defined hours during the week. This
proposed site was also identified as an equity hub, meaning
it is located within an MTC Community of Concern or High
Displacement Risk Area. This site is conceptual; there are no
existing structures or services at this location. Table 9 below
summarizes existing and proposed on-site mobility hub
features at this location.
Table 9. Stanford Pulse Mobility Hub Features (Proposed
Site)
Existing On-Site Features

Proposed Pulse Hub Features

• Adjacent to multiple parking garages

• Feeder bus services

• Zipcar carshare location

• First and last mile services including shuttles, bikeshare, and scooter share

programs

• Carshare services
• On-demand rideshare services

Takeaways and Best Practices
MTC’s planned Palo Alto Stanford Campus mobility hub focuses on investing in strategic hubs located in areas
with large trip generators.
Palo Alto’s urban context is like Bend, and the different typologies defined by MTC provide relevant ideas that
may be useful for implementing Bend’s mobility hubs. The Pulse Mobility Hub would likely be like mobility hub
concepts located near the OSU-Cascades Campus and the St. Charles Health System.
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Gateway/Suburban
Oceanside Transit Center – San
Diego, California

COMMUNITY PROFILE:
SAN DIEGO, CA

Oceanside is a coastal town and popular tourist
destination in North County San Diego, with a
population of approximately 174,000, according to
2021 Census estimates. The transit center is owned
by North County Transit District although it is used by
multiple regional transit providers. The Oceanside
Transit Center is one of the busiest in the region and
is served by Amtrak, Metrolink regional rail, COASTER
commuter rail, SPRINTER light rail, and local bus
routes (Figure 10).

Population: Approximately 1.4 Million
Population Density: 4,387 people per square mile
San Diego is a major city within a large metropolitan
area and the eighth most populous city in the United
States. The main economic forces in San Diego
include military and defense-related activities,
tourism, international trade, research, and
manufacturing. The City’s population is substantially
more diverse than Bend. Although San Diego is much
larger in geographical size and population, smaller
communities within the region may provide relevant
context for mobility hub design and implementation.

Existing Transit Network
The greater San Diego area has an extensive transit
system connecting downtown San Diego to coastal
communities and gateway communities throughout
the region. San Diego Metropolitan Transit System
(MTS) is the region’s transit system and includes the
San Diego Trolley and MTS local and rapid bus lines.
Coastal communities throughout the county are
connected by additional transit services including the
North County Transit District (NCTD) BREEZE bus
service, COASTER trains, and SPRINTER light rail.
MTS and NCTD share a regional fare system,
PRONTO, which was implemented in September
2021 to create an easier payment experience when
purchasing transit fare.

San Diego Mobility Hubs

Mobility hub improvements have been planned for
the existing Transit Center, including the
implementation of a bikeshare program, microtransit
options, and electric vehicle charging. Current
planning assumes that these future mobility services
would be privately run.
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San Diego’s regional governing body, The San Diego
Association of Governments (SANDAG), developed
the 2021 Regional Plan for the city’s transportation
network, which included three Mobility Hub
strategies: The Regional Mobility Hub Strategy, MidCoast Regional Mobility Hub Strategy, and Central
Mobility Hub and Connections. The Regional Mobility
Hub Strategy is most relevant to Bend’s context, as it
focuses on connecting communities across the region
to transit and shared mobility alternatives. After
examining the local context and proposed mobility
hub elements of the eight prototypes in SANDAG’s
Regional Mobility Hub Strategy, the Oceanside
Mobility Hub was determined to be most relevant to
Bend’s Mobility Hub Plan.
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Figure 10. Oceanside Transit Center, Proposed and Existing Elements

Sources, clockwise from top: Rendering of Future Mobility Hub – SANDAG, Ticket Kiosk and Schedule Information – Metrolink,
OTC Sign – ApartmentFinder

Per SANDAG’s 2021 Regional Plan terminology, the Oceanside mobility hub is defined as a gateway hub based on
its convenient access to inter-regional services and local attractions, restaurants, retail, and beaches. The hub also
has as gateway quality in the sense of providing greater access to existing and future multimodal travel options.
The City is currently transitioning to a more mixed-use and transit-friendly land use and transportation system,
and continues to improve pedestrian and bike facilities, implementing complete street concepts, and increasing
options for multimodal travel. Table 10 below summarizes existing and proposed mobility hub features at the
Oceanside Gateway Hub.
Table 10. Oceanside Gateway Mobility Hub Features
Existing On-Site Services

Planned Improvements

Proposed Gateway Hub Features

• Transit waiting area amenities – new

• Wi-fi and USB charging ports

• Carshare and on-demand shuttles

• Mobile retail services

• Enhanced Transit Waiting Areas

• Package delivery lockers

• Smart Parking

• Enhanced curbside pick-up and drop-

• Universal Transportation Account

shelters, seating, and electronic signs
displaying real-time arrivals and
departures
• Streamlined passenger boarding areas

off facilities

• Wayfinding
• Microtransit
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Existing On-Site Services

Planned Improvements

Proposed Gateway Hub Features

• 1,200 parking spaces at a surface

• Mixed-use development, including 101

• Mobile Retail Services

parking lot and three-story parking
structure which acts as a park-and-ride
to encourage travelers to ride the
COASTER, SPRINTER, or bus services
for local trips.
• Electric vehicle charging infrastructure
• Secure bike parking facility
• Connections to local bikeways

affordable housing units and 547
market-rate apartments 13

• Bikeshare
• Passenger Loading Zones

Implementation Considerations
Stakeholders, Policies, and Planning Process
SANDAG’s 2021 Regional Plan frames the city’s network based on analyses of data related to population,
employment, travel patterns, and demographics as well as feedback from residents, consultants, and local
communities. SANDAG developed five key strategies for the regional plan, called the “5 Big Moves,” which
combine complete corridors, high-frequency/high-capacity transit services, mobility hubs, “Flexible Fleets,” and a
centralized data hub for mobility services. The primary objective of Flexible Fleets services is to close first and last
mile gaps in the transit system in order to connect users to regional mobility hubs. Flexible Fleet services will
include micromobility services, carsharing, ridehailing, microtransit, and other first/last mile connections. Mobility
hubs would provide a location where transit services converge with on-demand Flexible Fleet choices.
The Regional Plan proposes 30 mobility hubs, which would be located near major residential, job, and activity
centers in the region’s urban core and includes a Regional Mobility Hub Strategy, a Mid-Coast Regional Mobility
Hub Strategy, and a Central Mobility Hub and Connections. The Regional Mobility Hub Strategy is most relevant to
Bend’s needs and context and focuses on connecting communities across the region to transit and shared
mobility alternatives. SANDAG has developed eight prototype stations for the Regional Mobility Hubs and will be
conducting a regionwide analysis to identify pertinent mobility hub locations that focus on both commute and
non-commute needs.
SANDAG’s Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy includes a toolkit for local governments encouraging
public-private partnerships through a “Mobility Sandbox.” This strategy will encourage private entities to develop
proposals for mobility solutions, pilot technologies and services, integrate mobility service payments, and use
shared mobility services to fill gaps in the transit network. To support local entities as they implement mobility
hubs, SANDAG has established a Regional Micromobility Coordination effort. This effort will allow cities within the
region to share lessons learned during the pilot stages of mobility hub implementation, especially in the areas of
data sharing, micromobility parking and passenger loading, education/outreach, and equity.
Each mobility hub would include partnerships with SANDAG, MTS, NCTD, other transit providers, micromobility
service providers, TNC services, and bikeshare or e-scooter services, all of which may be privately or publicly
operated based on the city or community.

13

Part of the Oceanside Transit Center redevelopment project
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Takeaways and Best Practices
San Diego’s Mobility Hub plan was developed by the
area’s regional governing body, SANDAG, as three
distinct mobility hub strategies, with the “Regional
Mobility Hub” plan most relevant to Bend’s mobility
hub strategy. This plan would locate mobility hubs
across the metro area in neighborhoods of varying
contexts to create connections between these
neighborhoods and other cities within the region.
Bend could implement a similar strategy to support
local travel as well as regional intercity travel
between destinations like Redmond and Bend.
The Oceanside Gateway Mobility Hub provides a
unique typology that describes hubs located on the
outer edges of the transit network, which may have
access to inter-regional and local connections. Bend
may wish to consider the gateway typology for
mobility hubs on the outskirts of the city – these
places may have unique mobility needs that are
unmet or lack basic transit service. Gateway hubs can be an important link as part of a regional growth strategy.
Bend should consider a regional fare system similar to MTS and NCTD’s PRONTO pass. Bend Metropolitan
Planning Organization could support this effort through coordination with private sector partners as well as
regional and local transit providers.
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South Salem Transit Center – Salem Oregon
In 2021, Cherriots launched a planning study for a new
mobility hub in the growing South Salem area. The
study will identify and analyze potential transit
network and service modifications to determine a
suitable site for the future transit center and mobility
hub. The transit center will function as a mobility hub
with improved transit service, transfer points, and
other transportation options to connect to important
destinations in south Salem. The study will also assess
options like ridesharing services, bicycle and scooter
shares, carpooling, and vanpooling.
The study is considering a wide spectrum of possible
investments in mobility hubs, ranging from more
capital investments in a traditional mass transit center,
to more strategic investments “super stop” style hubs,
which would function more like enhanced bus stops
with flexible space for mobility hub elements.
South Salem Transit Center also aims to integrate
improved transit center amenities with app-based
solutions such as ridesharing services, bike and scooter
sharing services, carpooling, and other new mobility
options. Based on community feedback, Cherriots will
also prioritize basic amenities like benches, covered
areas, trash receptacles, signage, restrooms, and park
and ride spaces. To date, Cherriots has developed
conceptual renderings of the future mobility hub
(Figure 11). While Cherriots has not specified
typologies in its mobility hub plans, this site would
likely be categorized as a Gateway hub based on its
location on the southern limit of the City and its
connections to regional transit services.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE:
SALEM, OR
Population: Approximately 176,000
Population Density: 3,687 people per square mile
Salem is the state capital of Oregon and is
recognized for its scenic vistas, old growth forests,
gardens, vineyards, and green pastures. The State of
Oregon is the largest public employer in the city.

Existing Transit Network
Cherriots (formerly Salem Area Mass Transit District)
is the main transit provider in Salem. Cherriots
provides local and regional bus service, rideshare
matching, and paratransit services. Additional
intercity transit services include the Coast Starlight
bus, Amtrak, Greyhound, HUT Airport Shuttle (which
also serves Corvallis at Oregon State University), and
Mountain Express to Bend. Share mobility option in
Salem include ridesharing services such as Uber and
Lyft and a bikeshare program. The City’s bikeshare
program, Ride Salem, launched in 2017 and is
currently provided though Koloni. The City is also
gaining interest in having an e-scooter sharing
program in Salem.
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Figure 11. Conceptual Illustration for South Salem Transit Center
Implementation Considerations
The mobility hub study is led by Cherriots, the regional public transit provider. The study will take guidance from
plans and policies already in place, such as the Salem Capital Improvement Plan, Salem Transportation System
Plan (TSP), and Regional Transportation System Plan (RTSP). The City of Salem and Marion County have adopted
transportation plans that include goals to coordinate land use planning, urban design, and street design to create
transit-supportive urban environments. Salem’s TSP includes goals to integrate multimodal systems (including
bicycle, pedestrian, transit, freight, and intercity passenger travel), transportation demand management, parking
management, maintenance, and finance.
The current zoning policies in place limit the number of possible locations for a transit center. However, if the City
is willing to amend current codes, the location for a mobility hub may become more flexible. Therefore, as
redevelopment occurs and zoning codes are amended, the study area is projected to become a higher-density,
mixed-use location with more walkability. Without these zoning amendments, potential locations are limited for a
transit center that serves two or more routes in the current transit network.
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Takeaways and Best Practices
Beginning in 2004, the need for a transit
center in South Salem was identified as part of
Cherriots’ Strategic Business Plan (SBP). While
construction of the Keizer Transit Center was
completed in 2013, the plan to develop the
South Salem Transit Center was stalled by
funding and site purchasing issues. Cherriots
successfully obtained funding through a grant
and the Salem-Keizer Area Transportation
Study, and proceeded to complete the site
selection process, identifying the property
occupied by the South Salem Walmart as the
preferred site for the South Salem Transit
Center. However, after completing an existing
conditions report, performing public outreach,
performing an environmental site analysis,
and proposing a site design, the agency was unable to negotiate with the owner of the selected site. For the
current iteration of the South Salem Transit Center, the site evaluation will consider location, prior use, size,
transit operation needs, and will ensure that the property owner is willing to enter negotiations with Cherriots for
purchase of the site.
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North Boulder Mobility Hub – Boulder, Colorado The North Boulder Mobility Hub is envisioned as a multimodal transit center and a gateway into the city (Figure
12). The draft concept plan includes a newly constructed transit station, Boulder B-cycle bikeshare docking
stations, carshare services, and improved waiting area amenities. As Boulder’s transit system continues to
expand, this site would provide access to the City through a variety of transit and shared mobility services. Given
its location on the northern end of Boulder and its access to local and regional transit routes, this proposed hub
would likely fall into the Gateway typology. North Boulder Mobility Hub proposed features are summarized in
Table 11 below.

Figure 12. Conceptual Rendering of North Boulder Mobility Hub – Developed by Leese & Associates
Rendering: City Design & Graphics

Table 11. North Boulder Mobility Hub
Proposed Features
• Local and regional bus connections
• Bus shelters designed to protect the transit user from the
• Weather, in particular high winds from the north and west
• Designated bus bays
• Real-time passenger information
• Ticketing kiosks
• Designated pick-up/drop-off areas
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• Placemaking elements including gateway monuments and

integrated art opportunities

• Short-term car-share parking
• Electric car charging stations
• B-cycle bicycle docks for 13 bike share bicycles
• Secure bike storage (bike cage) for 10 bicycles
• Bike-n-Ride shelter
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Opportunity/Neighborhood
North Temple Mobility Hub – Salt Lake City, Utah
As of this writing, Salt Lake City, UTA, and partners are studying options to construct a new mobility hub in the
North Temple area starting in 2024 (Figure 13). The mobility hub is planned to include four major categories of
mobility hub elements and features:
•

Transit and trip-making services, such as passenger pick-up/drop-off areas for ridehailing and
microtransit, etc. integrated payment kiosks, real time information, and freight loading/unloading areas

•

Parking and charging services, including electric vehicle charging for cars, bikes, and scooters; short- and
long-term bike parking options, bikeshare and scootershare parking, and carshare parking and access
points

•

Priority access for multimodal users, including all ages and abilities walkways, prioritized bike and
micromobility access, and safe bicycle and pedestrian crossings

•

Amenities including public wi-fi, phone charging, community space, complimentary retail, and activated
furnished areas with support infrastructure including lighting, water fountains, and seating

The mobility hub is being planned to support existing bus service and intermodal transportation connection
within Salt Lake City. This mobility hub is being prioritized among several opportunity sites that have been
considered throughout the Salt Lake City area, including the communities of Layton and Farmington.

Figure 13. Planned North Temple Mobility Hub – Conceptual Illustration
Source: Northtemplemobilityhub.com

Takeaways and Best Practices
Regional partners in Salt Lake City have explored how mobility hubs can support mobility needs in more
decentralized and neighborhood-focused contexts. In Layton, partners have explored mobility hubs as a way of
retrofitting traditionally suburban and low-density environments. For example, mobility hub concepts were
developed for the Layton Hills Mall and Layton Conference Center. In Farmington, mobility hub concepts were
developed for Lagoon Park – the local amusement park, as well as a popular “big box” shopping center. These
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efforts exemplify the how the region has attempted to utilize mobility hubs as a TDM strategy in places that lack
urban mass transit infrastructure.
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Additional Examples
Portland Mobility Hubs Planning – Portland, Oregon
Southeast 8th and Stark Mobility Hub
In Fall 2019, the City of Portland announced
plans for the redevelopment of a parking lot
owned by Portland General Electric (PGE) on SE
8th and Stark as the City’s first official mobility
hub in the region (Figure 14). The lot would be
transformed into a public plaza that would
include proposed amenities like charging
outlets for electric vehicles (i.e., e-bikes,
electric wheelchairs, etc.), maps, wayfinding,
carsharing stalls, a ballot drop-box, charging
outlets for devices, free wi-fi, food carts, and a
public restroom. City Council has shown
support for the project and hopes to adapt
Portland’s infrastructure to be more supportive
Figure 14. Concept for Mobility Hub at 8th and Stark
of electric vehicles and other mobility options.
Design by ZGF Architects
The budget estimate for the mobility hub is
$350,000, which some of the funding will come from PGE’s Clean Fuel Rebate program. An additional $50,000 is
expected from parking revenue funds by the Central Eastside Industrial Council’s Transportation and Parking
Advisory Committee. The construction was set to begin in March 2020.
Public-private partnerships also come into play as a critical part of the Southeast 8th and Stark mobility hub
strategy, as PGE has been the driving force behind developing this location as a mobility hub. Bend should explore
locations that involve private agencies who would aid in the funding, purchasing, and operation of mobility hubs.
Ubiquitous Mobility for Portland
In May 2016, PBOT proposed a technology and outreach initiative called Ubiquitous Mobility for Portland
(UB Mobile PDX). PBOT would use the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) Smart City Challenge grant for
UB Mobile PDX. Part of the initiative includes kiosks that would create a community focal point and be integrated
with transit infrastructure. The kiosks would have amenities including internet access; device charging; real-time
alerts and information on transit, traffic, and emergency response information; and integrated mobility hubs with
charging equipment for Biketown e-bikes and EV charging in some locations. These e‐mobility hubs would
collocate bikeshare stations with charging stations for electric bicycles and cars. The mobility hubs would be at
key locations that are popular bikeshare destinations and visible to EV drivers. The initiative would develop
sustainable funding strategies to maintain the mobility hubs through business improvement districts,
sponsorships, and grants to community-based organizations (CBOs).
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Implementation Considerations
Stakeholders, Policies, and Planning Process
In the Summer of 2020, the Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) developed a study to explore the role that
mobility hubs may play within the City’s transportation system. The study was completed from late 2019 to early
2020. The study identified six key trends shaping mobility hubs for Portland:
1. More choices – Many people have access to on-demand services such as private-for-hire rides (like taxis,
Uber, and Lyft), scooter share, bike share, car sharing, and micro transit shuttles.
2. New players – New business models have increased the role of the private sector in the transportation.
3. Behavior change – Trip-planning services are changing the way people make decisions about routes,
mode, and cost to travel.
4. Electrification – There is increased demand for electric charging options as part of public infrastructure.
5. E-commerce – There is an increased volume of urban delivery and courier trips.
6. Curb space demand – Use space for elements like transit services, rideshare, pick-up and drop off,
walkways, bikeways, and freight delivery.
The location of a mobility hub is influenced by space within the public right-of-way, land use zoning (permitted
uses), availability and cost of parcels outside of right-of-way, partnerships with land-owning entities, existing
investments in infrastructure, and demand for specific modes and services. The mobility hub study specifies the
following steps when identifying a site location for a mobility hub:
1. Measuring Need and Demand – A suitability analysis should be carried out to map the factors that
influence transportation choice, including an Equity Analysis, to determine areas of the City most suited
for clustering transportation choices.
2. Aligning with Outcomes – A prioritization analysis would establish criteria to align with City goals (such as
congestion mitigation, transportation equity, or growth strategies).
3. Adjusting for Scale and Context – A mobility hub typology confirms typical context of prioritized areas and
recommending mobility hub type and scale to serve that context.
4. Evaluating Candidate Sites – A feasibility analysis evaluates feasibility of implementing mobility hubs
within prioritized areas based on available right-of-way, potential land acquisition or potential land-owner
partnerships, and permitted uses and applicable development and design standards (per zoning code).
5. Making it Work – Site design and programming creates a design concept that fits within the selected site
and reflects the appropriate mobility hub type, including such details as access routes, ingress/egress,
transit operational needs (e.g., number of bus bays, layover facilities, or similar), micromobility
operational needs (e.g., parking capacity, payment kiosks, loading/unloading for rebalancing vehicles, or
similar).
The City has demonstrated its willingness to implement mobility hubs in Portland through changes to codes and
policies, as they align with other City projects and objectives. For example, Portland City Council unanimously
approved an ordinance that would change zoning codes to allow PGE to develop the proposed Southeast 8th and
Stark Mobility Hub. Portland’s zoning code has provisions for temporary pilot projects, but currently limits their
duration to two weeks. PGE applied to have these codes modified to allow for longer term mobility hub pilots and
was met with enthusiasm from City Council. City Council acknowledged that mobility hubs would advance goals
set forth in Portland’s Smart City initiative, which aims to address goals around equity, mobility, sustainability,
health, safety, and resiliency. Mobility hubs such as the Southeast 8th and Stark site would also enable key
partnerships with private companies (in this case, PGE) and spur innovation from the private sector.
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Portland’s mobility hub study determined the following high-level elements that should be present:
•

Access to two or more transportation services

•

Biking and walking access to the site

•

A sense of place and human-centered design

•

Locally relevant and context sensitive programming and amenities

•

Fair and equitable access, including universal design

•

Cohesive, intentional design that is flexible/adaptable to evolving needs

The study also specified a “kit of parts” that could be implemented based on the context of the proposed mobility
hub, as shown in Table 12.
Table 12. City of Portland Mobility Hub Elements
Mobility Hub Kit of Parts
• Designated pick-up and drop-off areas for ridehailing,

• Sustainable urban delivery options, such as parcel lockers and

•

• Electric charging infrastructure, for public transit vehicles

•
•
•
•
•

microtransit, etc.
Parking for shared micromobility devices (like e-scooters or
bikeshare)
Short-term and long-term bike parking
Prioritized parking for personal or shared electric vehicles,
carshare vehicles, or permitted carpools/vanpools
Multimodal and multi-service payment/fare integration
Transit ticket and integrated payment kiosks
Real time transit information and other shared mode
information

last-mile exchange package hand-offs

and/or personal or shared mobility fleet vehicles, including
cars, bikes scooters, and electric wheelchairs.
• Safe bicycle and pedestrian crossings
• Data collection technology, including real time air quality
monitoring or curbside activity counts
• Community resources, such as Neighborhood Emergency
Team Kits, publicly accessible wi-fi hotspots, and phone
charging docking stations

Takeaways and Best Practices
Although Portland’s size and land use context differ
significantly from Bend’s, there are several relevant
takeaways that can provide Bend with strategies and ideas
for mobility hub implementation. Bend should consider, if
not allowed already, allowing mobility hub investments in a
variety of land use zones. The City should be willing to
examine and modify zoning and development codes as a
tool for facilitating implementation. As seen in PBOT’s
mobility hub examples, proposed mobility hubs must take
zoning, right-of-way, property ownership, access, and
neighborhood context into consideration.
Bend could also explore innovative technology options like
Ubiquitous Mobility for Portland as a strategy at mini hubs throughout the City. These technology-driven hubs can
provide a more seamless transit and micromobility experience without a large investment in capital-intensive
infrastructure.
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Tempe Mobility Hubs Plan – City of Tempe, Arizona
In 2020, Tempe applied for funds from the Maricopa Association of Governments to conduct a plan for a new
system of mobility hubs in Tempe entitled the Tempe Mobility Hubs Plan. The plan is in its early stages, with
public engagement opportunities planned for early 2022. Tempe is also currently developing its Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) and Transportation Management Association (TMA) Plans. The City has included the
Culdesac Tempe site as a prototype in their mobility hub vision (see Culdesac Tempe for more information). The
City’s proposed mobility hub strategy uses TDM strategies to promote multimodal transportation and accomplish
sustainability goals in the City. The plan incorporates elements of public transit, active transportation
improvements, and new mobility technologies such as micromobility services and carshare programs. A
comparison of existing shared mobility services and proposed mobility hub elements in Tempe are summarized in
Table 13 below.
Table 13. City of Tempe Mobility Hubs (Proposed)
Existing Shared Mobility Services

Proposed Mobility Hub Elements

• Bikeshare program includes a city-sponsored fleet “GRID,”

• Bicycle parking and facilities (showers, lockers, repair station)

dispersed at hubs throughout the jurisdiction.
• Carshare
• E-scooters
• Expansive bicycle network with 217 miles of bikeway. As a
result, a high percentage of the population commutes to work
by bicycle.

• Shared micromobility parking (scooter and bikeshare)
• Carshare parking with electric charging
• Passenger drop-off/pick up for TNC companies and Kiss-and-

Ride
• Travel and trip planning information
• Comfortable waiting areas
• Kiosks, retail, mobile services, delivery lockers

Mobility Hub Implementation
The City of Tempe’s Mobility Hub Plan is part of a larger citywide TDM strategy. The mobility hubs plan is aligned
with Tempe City Council’s priorities to create a multimodal 20-minute city, reduce travel time along major streets
during peak travel periods and reduce community greenhouse gas emissions. Tempe’s Mobility Hub system puts
an emphasis on partnering with private companies to bolster mobility options. While Valley Metro and GRID are
publicly sponsored, many of the micromobility and land-use opportunities, such as Lyft, Bird, Jump, Culdesac
Tempe, etc., will require close collaboration. A survey conducted in July 2021 concluded that TDM tools –
including Mobility Hubs, require better public education and implementation support (City of Tempe Engineering
and Transportation Department, 2021). The public input process for Tempe’s Mobility Hub project will continue
through the first half of 2022.
Takeaways and Best Practices
Mobility Hubs are an exciting addition to a community’s grid but to some, expanding from a few transportation
options to many transportation options may be overwhelming. Ongoing messaging and public education around
the many mode-choices, the new technology involved, and their benefits to the individual will increase the
chances for successful adoption.
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Boulder Mobility Hubs and Guidelines – Boulder, Colorado
55th and Arapahoe Mobility Hub
The City of Boulder developed a Station Area Master Plan (STAMP) in September 2021 to redevelop the office and
industrial park at 55th and Arapahoe Avenue as a mixed-use transit-oriented development and mobility hub. The
area is currently served by local and regional bus routes and will be the site of a new Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
station with regional connections to I-25 and the greater Denver area. The area is located on the east edge of
Boulder and has a wide range of employment opportunities, including light industrial, manufacturing, dining, and
health care uses. Given its location on the east edge of Boulder, its future connections to regional BRT bus routes,
and its high-density employment/low-density residential land use type, this proposed hub would likely fall into the
Gateway or Emerging Urban District typology.
RTD Mobility Hub Guidelines
The Regional Transportation District (RTD) for the greater Denver area owns and operates Boulder's Community
Transit Network, plans and funds Boulder's local bus service, and provides intercity services and service to the
Denver International Airport. In 2019, RTD developed its own Mobility Hub Guidelines and First and Last Mile
Strategic Plan for the region. As the main transit provider to the greater Denver Metro area, the agency defined
its strategies for improving multimodal transportation connections and increasing accessibility to transit:
•

Seamless transfers – Easy transfers between transit modes and between transit and other modes.

•

Balanced access – Safe and equitable direct access to transit for all users by a variety of modes.

•

Value-added customer amenities – Elements that respond to customer demand, facilitate transit use, and
enhance customer safety and comfort. Amenities, such as shelters and real-time information,

•

Mixed-use/transit-oriented development environment

• Strong sense of place – High-quality stations
Proposed mobility hub features per the RTD guidebook are summarized in Table 14 below.
Table 14. RTD Mobility Hub Guidebook
Proposed Mobility Hub Features
• Ridehailing

• Park-and-Rides

• On-Demand Microtransit

• Designated passenger loading zones

• Shuttles

• Real-time travel information, trip planning, wayfinding

• Ridesharing/Carpooling

• Improved shelters with seating, lighting, retail/food, public

• Carsharing
• Bikesharing

•

• Autonomous Transit

•

• Shared micromobility (e-scooters and dockless e-bikes)

•

• Bike/ped access

•

wi-fi
Integrated and electronic fare payment options
Electric Vehicle charging
Package Delivery Lockers
EcoPass Smart Card for use across all RTD services

Takeaways and Best Practices
Unlike some of the other case study cities, the regional transportation agency (RTD) has its own mobility hub plan
and first and last mile strategy, but the City of Boulder mostly implements its mobility strategies as independent
TOD projects with transit connections through RTD.
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Shared-Use Mobility Center (SUMC)
The Shared-Use Mobility Center (SUMC) is a non-profit that supports polices and projects that exemplify
meaningful transitions towards the new mobility era. SUMC’s core values aim to:
•

Encourage transportation choice.

•

Increase network access under the lenses of safety and equity.

•

Reduce the use of single occupancy vehicles (SOV) in the fight against climate change.

At the highest level, the organization helps launch pilot programs and conducts new research. SUMC’s Shared
Mobility Action Plans are an example of one of the tools by which the organization provides its expertise as a
research body with cities and regions to achieve common goals and create context-based plans.
SUMC also aids in the development of Strategic Plans and Toolkits by leveraging their modeling and policy analysis
practices that help identify feasibility, pilot partnerships and inform potential elements of an area’s mobility
typology. Mobility typology may include examples of enhancing/supporting public transit, micromobility,
auto-based modes (car-shares, microtransit, shuttles, transportation network companies, etc.). SUMC’s
Shared-Use Mobility Guide (2016) lists out some of the non-profit’s rules of thumb in relation to certain types of
shared mobility:
•

Bikeshare, one-way carshare and private shuttles are all best used as a first/last-mile strategies.

•

Carshare is most successful in high-density neighborhoods with access to high frequency transit.

•

Ridesharing sees the most success when they are implemented in moderate to high density walkable
communities in mid- to large-size cities.

The guide underscores, “these rules of thumb are supported by existing research which suggests that shared-use
transportation modes require a minimum level of population, household density, mix of uses, percentage of
transit commuters and walkability to flourish” (SUMC Shared-Use Mobility Guide 2016). SUMC also finds value in
private-public partnerships (an approach the MOD Sandbox Program has also seen success with).
Within the region, TriMet partnered with SUMC during the development of their New Mobility Plan.
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Recreational and Ski Towns
Ski resort towns and cities with seasonal tourism can be beneficial case studies for understanding choice riders
and high ridership opportunities. The following counties and towns provide relevant examples of efforts where
shuttles and regional bus services have been successful. By promoting car-free transportation options in
recreational areas, these areas can alleviate congestion and parking issues at popular destinations and encourage
people to travel via transit as opposed to driving.
Summit County, CO
Summit County provides a relevant case study
for Bend, as the numerous resorts within the
county are located far apart, but intercity bus
stops function similarly to transit centers. Bend
may consider providing shuttle services
between the City and region’s many
recreational destinations, including Mt.
Bachelor, Smith Rock State Park, mountain bike
trails, and hiking trails.
Countywide Transit - Summit Stage offers free
public transit service within Summit County,
Colorado, providing access to public lands,
lodging, town centers, retail areas, and medical
centers. The countywide bus service includes
eleven routes accessing all popular ski towns
within the area. Many ski towns also operate
local bus services, including the Free Bus in
Breckenridge, which provides up to nine routes
(based on the season) that access locations
around town.

Figure 15. Breckenridge Station
Photo by Marko Forsten

Regional Transit – Bustang operates intercity bus
services throughout Colorado, including
connections between Denver and Summit
County. Epic Mountain Express (formerly
Colorado Mountain Express) provides scheduled
shuttle services from Denver International
Airport to Summit County.

Figure 16. Frisco Transfer Station
Photo by Sawyer D'Argonne
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Banff, AB (Canada)
A major ski and recreational town, Banff hosts a variety of bus and shuttle services to access the airport, hotels,
ski resorts, and the national park. As parking is limited at most attractions, taking transit or a shuttle is a popular
way for visitors to access ski resorts and parks. The Banff and Lake Louise marketing organization website
provides a thorough list of transit and shuttle service options that visitors can use to plan their car-free stay in the
area.
City Transit – Banff’s Roam transit service provides transportation between Banff and Lake Louise and includes
five routes that access most popular destinations around the two towns. Roam is working towards a zeroemission transit system by incorporating electric buses into its fleet. Buses are equipped with bike racks and can
accomodate strollers, wheelchairs, skis, and snowboards. Stops around town are equipped with LED lights and a
GPS real-time information system provides tracking information for buses.
Regional Transit – On-It Regional Transit Provides regional transportation from Calgary to Banff or Canmore. Once
in Banff, and On-It ticket can be used on Roam Transit buses for local services around the town of Banff.
National Park Shuttles - Parks Canada offers daily shuttles from the Lake Louise Park and Ride to the Lake Louise
Lakeshore and Moraine Lake.
Ski Shuttles - Visitors can enjoy complimentary shuttle access from Banff and Lake Louise hotels to ski resorts. The
shuttle system serves multiple hotels within Banff and Lake Louise, and accesses the three major ski resorts in the
area. Shuttle stops located all around Banff and Lake Louise. Most stops are located within an easy walk of
accomodations. Shuttles run frequently throughout the day and are complementary. Additionally, the Lake Louise
Ski Bus provides affordable transportation to Lake Louise from Calgary and other nearby cities.
Airport Shuttles - The Banff Airporter, The Brewster Bus, Mountain Park Transportation, and Banff Transportation
offer regular daily shuttles between Calgary, Lake Louise, Banff, Canmore, Kananaskis and Stony Nakoda.
Banff Pedestrian Zone - In May 2020, the Town of Banff created the Banff Pedestrian Zone by closing several
blocks to vehicle traffic.The Pedestrian Zone was enormously popular with visitors and proved that visitors are
prepared to change how they use their vehicles in the Park if they can enjoy a walking-friendly environment.
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